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SJSU
 
student
 
missing
 
after
 
taking  
road 
trip; 
family  
seeks
 
UPD's  
help 
By
 Shelby
 Grad 
Daily staff
 writer 
In the 
past two years, 
the  only 
contact  former 
SJSU  student 
David  
Alexander's
 parents 
have
 had with 
their son is a 
1986 medical 
bill  for 
treatment
 of a minor 
illness
 at a Los 
Angeles  
hospital.
 
Alexander, 
who lived off 
campus,
 
told his 
parents  in December
 1986 
that he 
was  taking a short road 
trip to 
Southern California.
 
They haven't seen 
or heard from 
him 
since.  
University
 Police Department of
are now investigating
 the case 
Billy
 Alexander.  David's father, 
came
 to the police station last week 
with infiarnation that 
his son had 
been seen on campus 
recently. 
according to UPD Lt. Shannon Ma-
loney.
 
The  father, who lives in the 
Ala-
meda  County city of Richmond. said 
David has not called, written in 
otherwise
 contacted his family since 
he left for the Los 
Angeles
 trip. 
Neither the type 
of tr. itment 
David 
Alexander  received '.oni the 
hospital
 nor the amount of 
the  medi-
cal bill was known. 
Billy 
Alexander originally 
in-
tended to ask 
police  for David's 
school 
records,  but  officers
 realized 
the incident was a 
missing
 persons 
case. Maloney said. 
"He said (his son) had basically 
vanished." Maloney said. 
Billy Alexander could not be 
reached
 for comment. 
It remains unclear why the Alex-
ander family waited two years before 
reporting  the 
case to 
authorities.
 
David Alexander is described as a 
black male, 6'2" and 210 pounds. 
MISSING
 
Former SJSU student David 
Alexander has not been seen 
by 
his family for more than
 two 
years. Anyone with 
information
 should 
call 
University Police at 
924-2222.  
Age: 
25
 
Height:  
6'2"
 
Weight:  
210
 pounds 
Race:  
black  
His major while at SJSU 
was not 
released.
 The Office of 
Admissions 
and Records 
does not list him 
as 
being 
enrolled in the 
university
 this 
semester.
 
Over the 
last  week, 
UPI)
 
investi-
gators checked 
several leads 
pro-
vided
 by the father
 but none 
have
 yet 
materialized.  
Maloney  said 
Tues-
day. 
Police  discovered
 that in 1988.
 
David 
Alexander's
 mailing 
address
 
was 
listed
 as the Urban Ministry 
shelter  on 54 
S. Fifth 
St.  just 
three 
blocks from 
campus. 
Urban Ministry 
officials declined
 
to give 
information
 about 
specific  in-
dividuals,  but 
said  more than 2011 
people 
use the facility 
as
 a mailing 
address and 
to get telephone mes-
sages.  
While 
the complex  
serves as a 
homeless 
shelter,  Urban
 Ministry 
volunteer
 Albert 
Ambela
 said Tues-
day  that most of 
the  people who use 
the mail 
service  do not 
live at the 
fa-
cility.
 
"These  can be homeless people 
or 
people
 who have 
some
 other prob-
lem," 
Ambela 
said. 
Police
 also checked 
a lead involv-
ing a 
former girlfriend
 of 
Alexan-
der's,
 but found no 
new evidence.
 
Maloney 
said. 
Authorities
 plan to enter 
Alexan-
der's name into a 
national  missing 
person's  computer
 and will 
instruct  
other 
agencies
 to he on the 
lookout  
for the
 man, 
he
 added.
 
"We
 have nothing new 
at
 this 
point,  Maloney 
said. 
Hot  
head
 
Shelley
 colt  Daily 
staff photographer 
%bridle 
Amino,  a 
senior
 majoring in 
accounting,
 
shade  front  the 
hot  sun 
as
 he 
studies
 
on the 
lawn 
in 
covers his head 
with his S14 eater to 
pros
 
rile'
 
sonic  
front if Business
 
Timer.  
Raza
 Day 
encourages
 
young  
Hispanics
 
to
 
attend  
college  
By E. Mark Moreno 
Daily
 staff writer 
Until 
Monday,  Overfelt High 
School freshman Vanessa 
Navarette  
hadn't planned on going to college.
 
But she
 changed her mind after at-
tending Raza Day at SJSU Monday 
The event was
 organized by His 
panic 
college students to encourage 
Hispanic high
 school students to at-
tend  college.
 
The record 
turnout of 950 high 
school students mirrors a slight in-
crease in Hispanic 
student
 enroll-
ment
 at SJSU. 
According  to figures released by 
the 
Institutional Research Depart-
ment, enrollment of Mexican -Amer-
ican students rose 
from  4.6 percent 
in 1984 to 5.7 percent 
of the student 
population 
at the start
 of the 
1988 
fall semester. The percentage of 
His-
panic students of 
other backgrounds 
rose
 from 2.4 
percent
 
to
 2.7 
percent  
during 
the  same time iwriod. 
In 1984, 1.113 Mexican -Ameri-
cans were 
attending
 the university. 
The 1 percent increase represents
 a 
rise to 1,613 out of a total 
student  
enrollment of 28,415 in 1988. En -
Partisanship prevails 
Mike Dafferner  Daily 
staff  photographe 
High  school students 
Daniel  Guagarama and 
Elisa Mendez exchange
 box lunch items 
rollment 
of
 other Hispanic 
students
 
597  to 
767 
students in the same 
four-  
A major
 part 
of
 the department's  
at SJSU increased .3 
percent,  from year period. 
efforts to 
attract minority
 students
 to 
. the campus ins olves 
long
 and short 
term 
programs 
aimed  at 
junior high 
and 
high  school 
students,
 said Betty. 
Sundberg, director of 
Student  Out-
reach and 
Recruitment 
These include 
workshops con-
ducted by 
SJSU  representatives on 
high 
school campuses that provide 
information  and assistance about
 
CSU 
admission  and financial aid
 ap-
plications.
 
When a 
student 
applies
 to SJSU. 
the Student 
Affirm:0i%  e Action
 ilf-
fiee arranges 
"intensie
 
I, 
'Hoy.  -ups. 
phoning 
home,  letters. lots 
ot
 assis-
tance." said 
Dea  
Nelson.  
director  
of 
Relations with 
School.
 
"All of our programs
 
do 
have
 spe-
cific 
charges
 for increasing
 academic 
preparation for the students.
 We en-
courage 
them  
to 
make
 certain they 
know what 
classes  to 
take for
 
admis-
sion and financial options." Sund-
berg said. "One thing 
that's 
very 
positive is our effort 
in
 working with 
parents."  
The CSU 
stern provided supple-
mental lottery funds to assist her
 de-
partment  in pros 
[ding
 programs at 
14 local schools receising 
recruit-
ment 
aid from SJSU. 
Sundberg said. 
Jim Caffiero, a counselor 
at
 San 
Benito 
High  School in Hollister.
 
helped 22 Hispanic 
graduates of the 
school enroll at 
SJSU  last year. 
"I try 
to 
involve
 the 
(students'
 ) 
families as 
much  as I can by !lasing, a 
monthly 
meeting with 
parents."  he 
said. "I try to 
understand  culturally 
what
 they need. It's primarily 
based 
on 
family  
." 
Despite 
this,  the school has a 
5 to 
6 percent dropout 
rate.  and Caffieni 
said a total
 of 48 San Benito 
grad-
uates 
have
 been admitted to four-
year universities in the 
past  two 
years.
 
An after
-school college
 career 
planning class 
Cattier() organized 
also 
was  helpful in 
teaching  students 
about college many!, he 
added.  
Pat Brennan. dean of 
guidance
 at 
San Jose 
High 
Academy, said 
the 
college  counseling 
staff there "is 
very upbeat
 in encouraging and sup-
porting"
 Hispanic 
students
 to 
attend
 
college 
"A good part of any 
college
 (re-
cruitment) program is to 
get infor-
mation to them."
 she 
said. 
Fullerton
 
conference
 
discusses
 
Conflict  
erupts  in 
A.S. 
chambers
 
promised
 
Rec  
Center  opening
 
By Mary 
R.
 Callahan and 
Shelby Grad 
Daily 
staff writers 
Political 
partisanship 
reappeared  in the 
Associated  
Students chambers 
Wednesday as board 
members ap-
pointed 
a Responsible Alliance
 party member to 
a post 
that students
 have elected an independent
 to fill next fall. 
After more than 
a week of debate and a 
stalemate  at 
last 
week's  A.S. meeting, the 
hoard appointed David 
Lewis. the REAL
 party's candidate for 
director  of busi-
ness affairs in the 
A.S.  elections last month, to the va-
cant ethnic affairs position. 
Board 
members  also appointed 
Jeff Realini as direc-
tor
 of personnel. Realini was elected
 to the post in 
March. hut because the post was vacant. the 
A.S.  board 
appointed him  to the office early. 
Realini and I.ewis 
assumed  their seats 
during  
Wednesday's
 meeting. Other A.S. officers
 elected last 
month begin their terms
 in May. 
During debate 
over the ethnic affairs 
appointment.  
the board 
was  
divided
 along 
strict party lines.
 Lewis
 was 
appointed even 
thought  the person elected to 
the office 
during  the March elections,
 Andrew Flores, said he 
wanted
 to 
assume the post early. 
The current
 A.S. board consists of six REAL
 party 
members and four
 independents. The 
incoming  hoard 
will seat 10 
independents
 and two REAL party
 members. 
President-elect
 Soctt Santandrea
 and A.S. Controller
 
Mark Murillo.
 both independents,
 insisted Flores is 
the 
obvious  chose for the post 
because  he was elected to 
the 
See CONFLICT, 
back  page
 
County
 Transit Board 
approves
 funds 
for study 
of light 
rail system 
extension
 
By Mary R. Callahan
 
Daily staff
 writer 
The  Santa 
Clara
 County 
Transit
 
Board 
unanimously  
approved
 up to 
$50.((X) 
to study the 
feasibility  of 
extending
 the light
 rail system
 along 
the
 corridor 
running  from 
SJSU to 
downtown,
 the
 
convention  
center
 
and the 
Transit 
Mall  Tuesday.
 
The concept
 study was 
informally 
approved 
at the 
board's  
March
 28 
workshop session. 
The proposal,
 known as the 
San  
Jose 
State-Eastridge-Arena
 Corridor 
(SEAC),
 was 
developed  by  a 
task 
force 
established  last fall. 
It would 
connect
 the Cahill 
CalTrain-Am-
track 
station to the 
Transit
 Mall, the 
downtown 
arena,
 the new 
conven-
tion
 
center  and SJSU 
via 
San  
Carlos  
Street. 
The route then 
extends  
down 
Eighth
 Street to 
South 
Campus
 and 
along
 Tully 
Road  to 
East
 San Jose.
 
The 
conidor  would facilitate 
travel to theatrical, 
recreational  and 
sporting events in the downtown 
area, proponents of the extension 
contend.
 
Additionally. it would 
enhance 
educational
 equity by providing
 
a 
vi -
See RAIL,  hack page 
liy Lisa 
Elmore 
Daily 
staff writer
 
The Rec 
Center should 
be 
open
 
within 
the  month, 
and the 
Tower 
lawn 
fountain 
may be 
flowing 
fin 
commencement.
 said 
SJSU Presi
 
dent Gail
 Fullerton 
in a press 
confer-
ence Tuesday. 
The 
fire  marshall 
is scheduled 
to 
inspect
 the Rec 
Center 
Friday,
 and it 
approval
 for its 
ripening is 
given, 
there will
 be only a 
few minor
 items 
left to complete, 
said  Student 
Union
 
Associate
 Director Pat Wiley. 
The staff must 
still  he trained 
on
 
the 
fire and
 building
 
control
 sys-
tems.
 and inside
 and outside 
surfaces 
will 
be
 given 
finishing  
touches,  he 
said.  
Whether
 or 
not  
proposed
 con-
struction
 of the 
fountain  
is
 com-
pleted,
 it will be 
possible 
for  it to  
flow for 
a couple of 
days around 
graduation
 time, 
according
 to Robert
 
Ringe,
 director 
of
 development
 and 
university
 relations.
 
In 
addition  to 
these  
issues.
 Ful-
lerton  said 
she
 was satisfied
 with the 
way  
campus
 buildings
 
withstood
 
Monday's
 earthquake,
 residence 
hall  
security
 needs 
increasing  
while
 gen-
eral  campus 
security  is 
adequate,  
and the patch 
of dirt next 
to Spartan 
Complex 
will someday be 
covered 
with  
grass.
 
The 
fountain
 
should be 
flowing  
by 
spring  
commencement, 
according to 
President  
Gail  
Fullerton.  
The buildings on campus 
"func-
tioned  as they were 
supposed
 to" 
during the 
recent  earthquake. 
Ful-
lerton 
said.  
She wasn't concerned
 that 
many  
elevators
 on campus shut down,  be-
cause  she said they 
are  programmed 
to 
do 
so.  
There are 
some buildings on cam
 
pus 
that
 need work in order to meet 
earthquake  
standards.
 Fullerton said,
 
but
 most of those
 buildings are not in 
use. 
Residence hull security is difficult 
to maintain  because 
of residents' 
habits, according to Fullerton. Peo-
ple prop 
doors  open, and 
allow peo-
ple 
without
 
keys to 
enter.  she said. 
University
 
police may talk to resi-
dents as a group
 
to inform
 
them  
their
 security 
responsibilities,
 
she 
said.
 
See 
MIL  
.ERTON 
hack 
page 
Page  2 
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Question
 
of 
ethics  
He looked at me with his sunburned face and 
old, tired eyes and asked me for 50 cents. 
I usually don't think twice before giving poor 
dirty street people spare change, but this time the 
circumstances 
were different. 
I was 
walking
 the streets of downtown San 
Jose, not as a student hurrying to the supermarket 
but as a journalist working 
on
 a story. 
This homeless person, an elderly man named 
Eddie Reyes, didn't approach me for money; 
rather, I approached him for an interview. 
The sunny 
Monday  
morning 
found me 
roaming  
North Sec^nd 
Street
 arc ind 
St.  James 
Park 
!ast 
week seeking 
out homeless 
people 
who 
were among
 
the 400
 left 
without
 a place to spend the night after
 the closure 
of the 
makeshift  shelters at the National
 Guard 
Armory. 
I came upon Reyes, a 
kindly  man clad in a 
soiled shirt and smelly 
pants,
 and three lther street 
people
 sitting on a bench across the street from 
the 
park. 
Reyes was friendly, 
articulate  and knew about 
life on the streets. But as! began my interview, 
he 
asked 
me
 for money. 
At 
first, I was taken aback by 
the suggestion 
that I pay a source for information I 
use in a story. 
1 would never dream of paying 
sources I have at 
the Associated 
Students
 office or at the University 
Police for information. It would
 be unethical; the 
information I recieved 
would  be questionable. 
But I looked 
up
 at his rotten teeth and lice
-
filled hair and I 
realized  that his request was really 
not off 
base
 at all. 
He was poor and needed money. Unlike 
other 
people I interview, 
Eddie Reyes gains nothing 
from my 
story;  to him.  I was just another person 
who 
wanted  something from him.
 
My reaction then was to 
give  Reyes the money 
and continue the interview. 
This
 guy isn't truly a 
source. I 
rationalized;  I'm getting a story out of the 
tragedy of his life,
 and that's surely worth 50 cents. 
After all, I had searched
 most every building 
alcove on Second Street looking for homeless peo-
ple and I wasn't going to return to 
the Spartan 
Daily empty handed. 
As Reyes made a second request for money, 
however, I realized the  weakness of such logic. 
As much as I might want to give him a 
handout, it 
would
 be impossible for me to actually do so and 
fulfill the real
 reason I chose the the 
assignmentto find out what was really
 going on 
with 
the homeless. 
When
 I decided to 
go
 into journalism, I knew I 
would never be able to get too close 
or
 friendly to 
people I interviewed. Doing so would likely
 lead 
to tainted
 information and tainted 
reporting.
 
This is often 
difficult
 because some of the 
sources I deal with are genuinely 
interesting peo-
ple whom I would like 
to
 know better. 
Unfortunately, some sources I interview
 often 
get the 
impression  I have hostile feelings toward 
them when 
in fact I am simply doing my job. I 
wanted Reyes to like me more 
and therefore give 
me more information by tossing him some 
change. 
It would be hypocritical for
 me 
to grill 
certain
 
sources and 
give money to others. 
As much as I wanted to 
help  Eddie Reyes by 
giving him money, this would 
mean  scrapping the 
interview and nrinting none of what 
he said. 
H.L.Menckenonce
 said the purpose of journal-
ism is to "afflict the comfortable and comfort  
the 
afflicted." 
Perhaps my story would 
help  improve 
the plight of the homeless.
 It probably wouldn't, 
but it was all I could offer them. 
Reyes 
continued to talk as well 
as
 ask for 
money, even 
after I flatly refused to give him 
any.
 
He 
was mildly displeased 
when  the interview 
ended and he still had no change. 
I 
felt
 sort of bad about it too, but I 
left believing 
strongly that it was the only thing I could do.
 
Shelby Grad is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer. 
Shelby
 Grad 
Got 
more to say 
than a 
letter 
will allow? 
The 
Spartan
 Daily invites 
students,
 staff, 
faculty
 and the surrounding
 community to 
make their
 concerns and 
interests
 known 
through 
the Campus 
Voice.  
All subjects will be considered, 
especially 
those immediately 
related  to SJSU. 
Any 
people  or 
places
 on campus 
you  want 
readers
 to know 
about?
 
National  or 
international
 issues 
you feel strongly
 about'? 
The  Campus 
Voice is your
 chance 
to be 
heard  on the 
Forum
 
pagewrite
 now. 
Typewritten
 or computer copy
 is 
preferred  (two
 to three 
pages),  and 
all
 
disks 
will  be 
returned.
 
Contact  
Leah  
Pels,  
Forum
 editor,
 
for 
further  
information  
and 
examples
 at 
924-3280.
 
Forum 
Letters to the 
Editor  
Never  take  
abuse 
Editor,
 
After 
reading
 the article,
 in a Des 
Moines,  Iowa, 
newspaper 
concerning  the 
SJSU
 basketball 
players  
walking  out on a 
coach whom they
 accused of 
verbal
 
abuse 
and  mental cruelty,
 I cannot understand
 your atti-
tude
 quoted from this 
paper,  "As far as I'm 
concerned, 
when 
discussing
 the effects 
of the walkout 
by
 the for-
mer 
players,  a head coach should 
not be removed in 
midseason
 based solely on the
 desires of the student -
athletes."  
Why not? Who 
would know this
 coach better than
 
anyone else?
 His basketball 
players, of course.
 
Practicing daily 
under  a coach certainly 
lets you see the 
good, as well as the 
bad side of a person. 
These former 
players are human
 beings. They did
 not deserve to be 
abused  verbally or 
mentally. No one 
does. So what 
should they have 
done'? They did the
 best thing. The 
only problem 
is your reaction to 
this problem, or 
who-
ever is not allowing
 them to return 
next year. 
When  10 
players
 from a team
 risk their 
basketball  
careers 
because
 of abuseto
 let people know
 what was 
going  onthey 
need to be 
supported.  They 
should  have 
been 
commended 
for  a job well 
done,  that of 
leuing  oth-
ers 
know  of an 
abusive 
personwhether
 he is a 
coach,
 
minister  or even
 an athletic 
director. 
The 10 
basketball  
players
 were 
victims
 of this 
situa-
tion. 
They did not
 deserve the
 uncaring 
attitude  of 
SJSU.  They should
 have been 
praised to have
 been 
brave  enough to 
do what they 
did.  
With 
the attitude you 
have,  our whole 
world  is in 
trouble. 
We
 cannot let 
tyrants  run our 
basketball  teams 
or our 
nation or our 
churches or 
our  colleges. 
We
 have to have 
the 
guts to expose 
these people so 
that our nation's
 
young
 will not be 
abusedmentally
 or 
physically.
 We 
cannot remain
 a strong 
nation  if we 
accept  abuse by 
anyone. 
Whatever 
it
 
takes, please
 reinstate these
 young men 
to the team and 
be
 proud of them. 
They did what 
was  
right. They 
deserve  to be 
treated  fairlywhich
 you 
have not done.
 Justice has 
not prevailed 
at
 SJSU for 
these 
players.
 
I am 
the  mother of three 
basketball  players in 
Iowa. 
Through the 
years  I have 
experienced  many 
coaches.  A 
good 
coach  does not have
 to be abusive to 
get the best 
out of a 
team.  The abusive 
coaches  are not 
needed  in 
our coaching 
system. Expose them 
and get rid of them. 
I congratulate
 whoever for firing the
 head coach, Bill 
Berry.
 
To reinstate these
 basketball players
 is like telling 
our young people:
 Be brave, 
courageous,
 take action,
 
stand tall and 
defend
 yourself. Never,
 never take abuse. 
Betty Yount
 
Altoona, 
Iowa
 
Read the
 gun ads 
Editor, 
I would like 
to
 respond to 
Professor
 
Anthrop's
 
defense of the AK -47. Be 
argues that it is a perfectly 
acceptable rifle for hunting
 pigs and deer -sized game. 
That may be true. But surely he 
must know that semi-
automatics
 (pistols, shotguns, and 
combat rifles) are 
pandered  for another purpose. 
"Take the law
 into your own hands" 
is the caption of 
a one -page 
advertisement in Guns and 
Ammo  magazine 
(Sept. 1988)"All nine rounds
 can be emptied on tar-
get in less than three 
seconds...operation  successful." In 
the Shotgun News (Feb. 1988)
 the Street Sweeper is 
advertised. "It's a 
jungle  out there! There is a 
disease
 
and we've got the cure."
 "Make your streets safe 
with 
the help of the 
Street  Sweeper." "Fire (12) rounds 
in less 
than (3) seconds! Made in America."
 
I 
could go on and on with ads like these
 derived from 
a 
variety
 of gun and combat magazines.
 So cut out the 
crap,  Professor Anthrop, about pig 
hunting  and compet-
itive match shooting. Survey
 after survey indicates that 
Americans
 are overwhelmingly in 
favor  of banning 
assault rifles even 
though
 they realize that a ban will not 
stop a guy like Patrick
 Purdy, the Stockton mass mur-
derer. The bottom line is that 
most  Americans are sick 
and tired of the 
mentality
 that the AK -47 represents. 
Michael
 Rustigan 
Associate Professor 
Administration  
of
 Justice 
Freedom
 has a 
price  
Editor, 
A 
good  critical 
thinking
 discussion. A 
discussion 
between 
the left of the political
 spectrum and
 
the 
right  
over a 
symbol; or is it just a 
symbol? I would like
 to 
express 
my
 thoughts concerning
 the flag and its 
sym-
bolic status in this 
country. 
Many 
Americans  have laid 
down  their lives in 
defense of the 
American
 flag and what it 
symbolizes. 
On
 the beaches of 
Anzio,  Omahu, and in 
the Islands of 
the 
Pacific,  Americans 
fought
 for the freedoms 
that the 
flag 
represented
 and 
wore
 that
 flag on the inside 
of the 
field jackets
 to prove to the 
peoples  of the world
 who 
they were.
 On the battlefields
 of Korea and in 
the rice 
paddies of Vietnam,
 many 
Americans
 suffered, 
lived  
and died in 
defense  of the  freedoms
 that the flag sym-
bolizes.  
When that 
happens,  the flag often 
becomes the sym-
v\R 
FoRKR
 
PREsiDENT
  
THE OvESTIoN 
MR . 
PRESIDENT.
 
WHERE
 Do
 
You
 
SIT?
 
I'm 
TRyiNca
 
TO 
FIND 
You
 
ON 
MY SEATINEI 
CHART. 
OBJECTION! 
I 
DON'T 
HAVE
 
TO 
ANSWER
 
THAT.  
/ 
MKAT
 
BLURT  
OUT
 
STATE
 
SECRETS
 
BY 
MISTAKE.
 
bol of the ideals that these Americans held so dearly, as 
do many today. Despite the popularly held idea that the 
only 
people  who served during the Vietnam war were 
those who were 
drafted,  there were many who volun-
teered to serve during that conflict because 
the country 
their flag represented offered them freedom and 
gave
 
hope to 
the world that those freedoms were something 
to be enjoyed by all, not by 
just
 a select few on this con-
tinent. Even today when Americans go into combat, 
they wear the American
 flag on their uniforms to show 
who
 
they are, what nation they represent and what they 
believe
 in. 
One of the things ttiat provided strength to this coun-
try while it was growing was its unity in
 purpose. A 
common
 belief that the freedtiftt experienced within 
the 
borders of the United States were unique and not to 
be 
found in other countries. There 
was  a feeling of hope 
and pride in what could be 
accomplished  by someone in 
this country. 
The  feeling of unity has greatly dimin-
ished. 
Confidence  in the freedoms enjoyed has been tar-
nished 
or forgotten. Today it is socially acceptable, and 
even argued for 
by some, that destroying or degrading 
the symbols 
of
 liberty is a proper way to show discon-
tent with the direction of the 
political
 bodies of this 
county. 
I am 
extremely sad. I am critical of some 
of the poli-
cies of the United 
States and I expect our representa-
tives and 
politicians to adhere to high standards of 
con-
duct. But I also 
deal with my discontent in a way 
that 
does not hold my country 
and its symbols up to national 
and international 
ridicule.
 I believe that is is a sad state 
of affairs when people in 
America have lost hope in the 
ideals 
represented  by the flag and are allowed to 
degrade thos 
ideals in their very name.
 
Please, disagree with the 
policies
 that are 
made
 by 
the governing bodies of 
this  country. Deal with the lack 
of 
confidence and hope that 
you might feel. But, 
try
 
to
 
change
 through the established 
forums  those things that 
you 
disagree with. Don't degrade 
and defame the sym-
bols which represent your right 
to do so. It makes the 
sacrifices 
that
 have been made, and are 
still  being made, 
seem to have 
been done so in 
vain. 
Freedom 
isn't  really free, it has a price. Are you 
as an 
American prepared to 
pay the price for the freedom that
 
you enjoy? 
Daniel Porter 
Freshman 
The Law School, 
Lincoln
 University 
Don't get personal 
Editor,  
Once again I open the Spartan Daily to its "Editorial" 
page, and 
once
 again I'm overcome with disappoint-
ment. Is there no end to the constant flow of little per-
sonal tidbits that your staff writes and editors are going 
to inflict upon us? Does being on the Daily 
staff auto-
matically give social worth to stories of boyfriends and 
girlfriends, drinking beer, and growing 
old?
 Does any-
one besides myself wonder why letters to the editor 
I SIT 
NEXT 
SAY.. HES 
A 
NATIONAL
 
HERON
 
TO 
OLIVER  
NORTH  
HI OWL! 
NATIONAL
 
HLROES
 
DON'T
 
FiNGER
 
THEIR
 
CoNMAHDEA
 
IN
 
CHIEF  
YOLI  
KNOW
 
IT'S A 
you
 
NEVER
 
SAW
 
SiMDLE
 
NW 
DRESS
 
QUE.S..
 
, 
CoNFERENCES,
 
EVIDENTLY.
 
stimulate 
more thought 
than editorial
 columns? 
The
 American 
Heritage 
Dictionary  defines
 editorial  
as: an 
article,  as in a 
newspaper, 
expressing 
the opinion 
of its 
editors
 or 
publishers."  
Editorials  are 
supposed  to 
help us 
analyze  and 
give
 insight to 
the day's news
 and to 
our
 lives (not 
yours). 
Editorials  are 
what make 
a free 
press 
free.  
I'll admit 
that
 it takes 
a lot more 
courage to 
give your 
opinions
 than 
it
 does to 
tell
 about the 
breakup 
of
 a really 
swell 
romance.  
Your
 opinion 
could be 
unpopular.  
It
 may 
even 
incite
 vigorous
 
conversation.  
You may 
even 
change
 your mind.
 You may
 even learn 
something.
 
What  you 
will
 do is 
really  tell us 
something
 about 
yourself.  
Much  more 
than by 
relating  life's
 ordinary
 
bumps
 with 
reality.  You 
will  show 
us
 that you 
care as: 
much
 about the 
world around
 us as we 
do. If your
 job is 
to write 
editorials,  then
 write 
editorials.
 If you 
are sim-
ply 
completing
 a 
writing
 assignment,
 then put 
it on 
another  
page.  
Jeff Grodeon 
Junior
 
Political
 Science 
Just like the drink 
Editor, 
When I 
took my first 
journalism
 class I was 
taught  
that the worst error a 
reporter
 could make was spelling 
a 
person's name 
wrong.  Well, apparently
 the reporters and 
editors 
of the Spartan Daily
 haven't had that 
class  yet 
because the Daily has
 misspelled my last name
 wrong 
not once, not twice,
 but four times. It has
 appeared in 
every possible 
way expect (sic) the 
correct  one. 
Occurances
 (sic) such as these 
demonstrate
 the obvi-
ous lack of journalistic
 competence and 
credibility.
 If 
you can't get a 
person's  name right, how
 can your (sic) 
expect your 
readers
 to respect your 
newspaper, if you 
can call it that. 
For the 
record,
 my last name 
is spelled Martini,
 just 
like the drink. 
Either
 you just can't
 believe that some-
one's  last name is 
also that of an 
alcoholic  drink, or 
you've had a few 
too many of them 
while  writing the 
story. I tend to think the 
latter. 
Gail 
Martini  
Sophomore 
Public 
Relations  
Attention,
 
Artists!
 
Are 
you  handy
 with 
a pen? 
Do you
 have 
an 
interest  in 
politics 
or 
social
 issues?
 Do 
you  like 
to 
draw
 
editorial
 
cartoons
 or 
standard
 
illustrations?
 
Anyone
 
interested  
in
 
contributing
 
either  
political  
cartoons
 or 
arranging
 to 
draw  specific
 
illustrations
 
for
 stories 
on a 
case
-by -case
 basis,
 contact
 
either 
Denise 
Zapata,  
editor -in
-chief, 
or
 
Leah 
Pels, 
forum  
page  
editor  
at 924-3280.
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Snake
 in the 
grass
 
David 
Pipkins - Daly stall
 
photographer
 
Psychology
 
major
 Dan 
!Wines
 keeps
 an eye
 on 
his  pet 
snake,
 !Mag-
gie. 
lie  says
 his 
instructors
 
don't  
mind
 
having
 
Maggie  
in
 class.
 
Healthline
 
Healthline is a 
column  presented 
to 
SJSU students by the Spartan 
Daily and Student Health Services. 
We encourage
 
students
 who 
have 
questions concerning any aspect of 
health to write to Healthline at the 
Spartan Daily. 
Letters
 should
 
be 
dropped off at Dwight Hemel Hall. 
second floor or at the
 Student Union 
Information
 
Desk.  All 
glie1litinS  
Will 
he printed
 
anonymously
 and 
will be 
answered by Dr. 
Stanle
 Bob!,
 di-
rector
 
of 
Student
 Health Services. 
 Q. What should I do about the 
flu? 
A. There is no specific treatment 
for the flu, since 
it is caused by a 
virus. It should be treated symptom-
atically through rest and the intake of 
fluids, and the use of 
Tylenol  if a 
fever 
exists.
 If 
a cough develops, 
the 
person should he seen by 
a physi-
cian. since it can 
become  
bronchitis.
 
Q. Do I have to 
pay when using 
Student 
Health  tiers ices? 
A. 
Generally.
 all basic 
services
 
are free 
of charge. This includes pa-
tients
 needing routine 
examinations. 
and basic 
exams  such as ler a 
cold or 
flu.
 X-rays are also provided 
free of 
cost, and the medicines
 sold at SHS 
pharmacy 
are  sold at cost and are the 
cheapest
 around. Usually,
 the only 
time a person has to 
pay  is when he 
or she is 
referred  to another doctor or 
hospital for specialized treatment. 
And 
even  then the 
cost
 is for that 
person or place. 
Q.11.hat 
should I do if 
I jog or 
walk a lot, and
 I begin experienc-
ing 
pain
 in my knee. 
foot,  ankle, 
or other
 area? 
A. Anyone who 
does this type 
of 
activity 
on
 a regular basis 
is even-
tually  going to 
experience  some type 
of 
pain.  
especially when 
they 
are  just 
starting out. 
This is a signal
 from the 
body to slow
 down on 
this 
activity  
fora
 while. 
Most  
of the problems
 you 
may be 
experiencing  are 
actually  minor, and 
you 
can't do 
much
 for 
them except 
rest. 
However,  if the
 pain is 
per-
sistent
 
and you are unable 
to
 restart 
your 
activity,  you 
should be 
seen by 
a
 physician. 
Dr. Treb 
is SJSU's
 or-
thopedist.
 and he is 
available in 
SHS 
on 
Wednesday
 
mornings.  
Treb
 is  
also  the 
orthopedist  
for  most of 
the 
sports
 teams. 
Q.
 Is AIDS 
a completely
 pre-
ventable  
disease?  
A 
Current state of 
knowledge  
(about
 AIDS) leaves little
 doubt that 
this disease
 can only be 
transmitted
 
through the 
blood  and other 
body  
fluids. As the 
Surgeon
 General has 
stated
 repeatedly. AIDS
 can be pre-
vented by 
practicing safe sex 
(with  
use 
of latex condoms) 
and not shar-
ing 
needles.
 
The blood transfusion
 issue is 
more 
complicated,
 however. 
Blood 
supply
 is now considered
 very safe 
because
 of new testing 
procedures.
 
Crime
 
Watch  
UniYeisity
 police 
arrested
 an 
allegedly
 intoxicated
 25 -year
-old  
man laying 
on the 
grass, near 
Markham 
Hall 
Wednesday  
morn-
ing 
on three 
outstanding
 war-
rants. 
Kirino
 T. Orukel 
had warrants 
for 
trespassing
 and 
intoxication
 
and was 
transported
 by UPD
 offi-
cers to Santa Clara 
County
 Jail. 
according  to 
a police report. 
The 
arrest
 
occurred  just 
he
 
ore 
1:30 
a.m.  
on the
 
west  side of 
Markham 
Hall. 
- 
Shelby  Grad  
Spartan  
Daily 
Serving 
the San Jose
 State 
University  
Community  
Since
 1934 
(UCPS
 509-480)
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I 
()DAY  
Intramural Sports: Over -the -line 
sign-ups, all day, Student Actisities 
and 
Services 
Building.
 For 
more  
in-
formation call 
924-5958.
 
Sigma Chi Derby 
Days:  Derby 
Chase 8 a.m.,
 lawn party. 2 p.m., 
Lip Sync it p.m.,
 284 South Tenth 
Street. For more 
information 
call  
279-9601. 
Theatre Arts 
Department: Uni-
versity 
dance  theatre, 8 p.m.. Uni-
versity 
Theatre. For ticket informa-
tion call 
924-4555. 
Theatre  Arts/Dance Depart-
ment: 
Master  class -jazz 
dance,  2:30 
p.m., 
Spartan  Complex 
Room  219. 
For more 
information
 call 924-6262. 
Sociology 80 Class: 
Clothing  
drive for homeless, 9 a.m., in front 
of S.U. For more information call 
924-8900. 
A.S. Intercultural Steering 
Committee: International 
food
 ba-
zaar, 10 a.m., Along Ninth Street 
(Between
 San 
Carlos  & San 
Anto-
nio).
 For more information call 292-
3197. 
Ohana
 of Hawaii: International 
food bazaar. 10 
a.m.,  along Ninth 
Street. For more information call 
924-7942. 
Career 
Planning & 
Placement:
 
Liberal arts career development pro-
gram, noon, signups in Business 
Classrooms Room 13. For more in-
formation call 924-6033. 
APICS Student Chapter: Meet-
ing and Speaker. (Arthur Young), 
1:30 
p.m..  S.U. Almaden Room. 
For 
more  information call 257-5(193. 
Theatre Arts 
Department:  Uni-
versity dance 
theatre.  8 p.m.. Uni-
versity Theatre. For ticket informa-
tion call 924-4555.
 
Association of Rock -n -Roll: 
Concert
-Mirage, noon, S.U. Amphi-
theater.  For more information call 
287-6417
 or 279-9397. 
Amnesty International: Meet-
ing. film. 7 p.m.. 5.1.1. Costanoan 
Room- Physics 
Department:  
Speaker: Emily Y. 
Xu. 1:30 p.m., 
Science
 Building Room 251. For
 in-
formation call 924-5261.
 
Gay and
 Lesbian Alliance: 
Group  discussion, 4:30 
p.m.,
 S.U. 
Costanoan Room. For more 
infor-
mation 
eall 236-2002. 
Math and
 Computer Science 
Department:
 Speaker: Class Held 
Theory, 4 
p.m., MacQuarrie 
Hall  
Room  324. For more
 information 
call 924-5144. 
Cycling Club: 
Meeting,
 7 p.m.. 
S.U. 
Guadalupe  Room. For 
more  in-
formation 
call  
298-5403.
 
Campus  
Democrats:  Food 
drive  
and  recruiting. 10 a.m..  
In front of 
Student
 Union. For more informa-
tion
 call 998-2866. 
Math
 and Computer
 Science 
Club: Speakers:
 Matt Lazar and 
Jeff 
Davis,  3 
p.m.,  
MacQuarrie Hall 
Room 224. For
 more informationcall
 
924-8723 or 
924-5144.  
American Institute of 
Aeronau.  
tics and Astronautics: Meeting, 
12:30 p.m., 
Engineering  Building 
Room 
301  
Philosophy 
Department: Collo-
quium: Robert 
Audi. 8 p.m.. Eighth 
and San Salvador Streets. For 
more
 
information
 call 924-4482. 
('ampus
 Ministry Center: Bible 
study  
. noon. S. 
1.1 
Montalvo 
Room.  
oi more 
information  call 
298-0204.
 
FRIDAY 
Intramural 
Sports:  Over -the -line 
sign-ups,
 all
 day. Student 
Activities 
and Services Building. For more in-
formation 
call
 924-5958. 
Sigma Chi 
Derby Days: Derby 
reversal, 8:30 a.m.. Lawn 
party,  2 
p.m.. Derby Days Party, 284 S. 10th 
St. For more information call 279-
9601.
 
Theatre Arts Department: Uni-
versity dance theatre, 8 p.m., Uni-
Yersity Theatre. For ticket informa-
tion
 call 
924-4555.
 
Steven Musil: Needs a date, 
7 
p.m., his apartment. For more infor-
mation call 924-3280 (ask for Ste-
ven)
 
SJSU Folk Dancers: Interna-
tional folk dance class, 8 p.m., Spar-
tan Complex Room 89. For more in-
formation call 293-1302 or 287-
6369. 
Mac Media Club: Meeting, 5 
p.m..  Mac Lab at DBH 206. For 
more information
 call 924-3280. 
Nihon(' Sakura Club:
 Japanese 
comedy video. noon. Instruction Re-
source  Center Building Room 310. 
t'ol MOW intormation 
call
 323-9347 
SATURDAY  
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Trip 
to the City, all day. For more infor-
mation  
call
 216-
 
2002
 
Depend
 on 
Kinko's
 
When  9 
to 5 isn't
 long 
enough  
 
Copies  
 Binding 
 Collating
 
 
Specialty
 
Papers  Padding 
 Folding 
 Laser 
'typesetting
 
 
Stapling  
 Cutting 
Open
 Early, Open Late
 a 
295-4336  
310  S. Third St. 
lankoss
  
295-5511  481
 E. 
San 
Carlos
 
st.the 
copy 
center
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EXTRA! 
NEW
 DOMINO'S 
PAN 
pizzA.
 FOR
 
$7.55!
 
Medium
 Cheese Pan Pizza 
Tax not included. 
Additional  items extra 
DELIVERY
 KEY TO 
NEW PAN PIZZA! 
(DP) 
According
 to Domino's 
Pizza.® the key to 
their  new pan 
pizzi is the fact that
 they deliver 
in 30 minutes 
OT
 less, guaranteed. 
Pan pizza lovers 
can now enjoy 
their favorite taste without 
leaving
 the comfort of home.
 
Domino's Pan Pizza is 
baked  the 
tradititmal
 way, with thick, 
chewy crust, 
generous  toppings, 
and lots of thick
 gooey cheese. 
And it's delivered 
in 30 minutes 
or less! So call now! 
Call 
Us! 298-3030
 
576-B E 
Santa  Clara St 
pi12
 oz 
Cans 
, available 
Save 
on 
a6
 
pack  
of Coke gi 
- 
Limited
 delivery area
 
Our 
drivers
 carry less 
than
 
SW
 
00
 
t gea Dome. 
Si',,,.,
 
Calmeca
 Project: Calmeca
 pro-
ject, 187 
North I I th 
Street. For 
more information 
call 924-8454 
or 
288-8817.  
SUNDAY
 
Newman 
Community  
('hurch:
 
3(X)
 
South  
10th 
Street 
1 ot mote 
iii.
 
formation 
ca11298-0204.
 
Lutheran 
Campus Ministry: 
Worship, 10:45
 a.m.. 300 
South  
10th 
Street. For 
more  
information
 
call 298-0204.
 
M( IN DAY 
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Expert
 
thieves
 
steal  
$500 
million
 annually 
LOS
 ANGELES
 (AP) A 
ring 
of 
expert
 thieves.
 trained 
in 
South  
America,
 is 
operating
 in 
this
 
,outt 
try, traveling in teams 
undet false 
names and stealing
 more than S500 
million a 
year. authorities  
say. 
Authorities estimate
 the ring is 
nude up 
of about 2.000 people. pri
 
manly Colombian nationals 
haserl 
I
 
is
 Angeles
 and \ c% 
York. 
who  
steal
 
diamon  pr ds. eciou gem s s. rare 
ittins der. tiles k. Mid el pert-
51%I
 fitiles 
M hOle 01111::
 1, 111111d-b011-
Fling.- said 
\. !el I ain.o. 
an FBI 
agent  in San Ham  
FRATERNITIES  
arda jou Tuxedos
 
$3 9  9 5 
COMPLETE  WITH SHOES 
Members fitted
 at house 
Delivered 1 day before event 
Pierre Cardin -Christian Dior -After Si \ 
San  
Jose
 
5677-A 
Snell  Ave. 
224-8391 
Milpitas 
1807 E. Capitol Exp. Milpitas 
Town
 Center 
270 4891 
253
 
4503  
COMPUTER  SCIENCE & 
ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING
 
STUDENTS  WANTED 
Full and Part Time 
Positions
 Available Now - flexible hours 
THE PLACE 
COMPUTER  
LITERACY  
BOOKSHOPS, INC. 
- the 
world's  largest computer 
bookstore  
- internationally 
famous. We 
pride  ourselves 
on courteous, knowledgeable
 
staff
 who 
share  
our 
customers'
 interests. 
THE JOB 
INFORMATION
 SPECIALIST 
help
 
customers
 find the books
 to 
fit their 
needs, 
on all 
computer
-
related  
topics.
 Gain 
experience
 
relevant
 to your career
 
field.
 
Extensive  training provided.
 
Start:ng
 Salary
 $5.75 - 
6.00/hour
 
QUALIFICATIONS
 
AND HOW 
TO 
APPLY 
If 
you have: 
 classes 
in computer 
science
 or 
electrical  eng.nee ng 
 
programming
 knowlege of 
a high level 
language  
 
excellent
 English 
skills 
171 
Then send resume 
to
 or 
apply  in 
person  
at  
COMPUTER  LITERACY 
BOOKSHOPS. INC. 
dpi4b 2590 NORTH
 FIRST 
STREET,
 SAN JOSE, 
CA
 95131 
immlimmu.....immimmi
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America's
 Best Oresaed 
Sandwich  
1 
7-odi3r
 8p,9,  
1.301 E. San Carlos Street, Between 2nd & 3rd 
NOT GOOD WITH ANY
 OTHER OFFER 
---------IMIIMIMMIIM
 ME 
9 4 7 - 1 333   .1 
With 
purchase of sandwich
 
for
 SJSU students only 
 
coupon
 
ifts, 
Cards%alloons
 
#39 -11e. 
Pavilion  
150 
South  First 
St.  
\ San 
10 % off with this 
coupon  
expires
 
4/30/89
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Lifestyle
  
artsentertainmen 'features' 
The
 Fine 
Young 
Cannibals 
cook up 
something
 
good  
Matthew 
D. Anderson 
Daly 
waft
 writer 
After three years, The Fine 
Young Cannibals
 have finally 
returned with their second 
album,
 
"The 
Raw and the Cooked." 
David Steele, Roland Gift and 
Andy Cox make up FYC. Steele and 
Cox were members of The English 
Beat until the mid -'80s. Then the 
Beat broke up and Rankin Roger 
and Dave Waken formed 
General
 
Public, leaving guitarist Cox 
and 
bass 
player
 Steele to form 
FYC. 
FYC's 
1986 self -
titled 
debut 
album  
was 
a 
mixture of 
R & B, 
ska, 
rock,  
pop, 
and jazz. That album 
continues  
to rank among
 my top -ten favorites. 
Before making up my mind about 
the new album, I realized it would 
have to 
prove itself on its own. I'm 
glad I 
gave it the chance. 
"The Raw and the Cooked" is 
more of 
a dance -oriented commer-
cial album, geared toward Top -10 
air play. While the new album is 
more focused 
musically, FYC still 
manages to get in a good mixture of 
the various sounds that emerged 
on 
their first album. 
The  first single off the album, 
"She Drives Me Crazy," has 
reached the Top -five in England and 
is on its way up the charts in the 
U.S. It is an 
upbeat
 song, and is 
reminiscent of 
Prince. This can be 
attributed to producer
 David Z., 
who has 
worked  with Prince before. 
What separates FYC from other 
bands is singer Roland Gift, who is 
comparable to Otis Redding and 
Sam Cooke. Gift's voice dominates 
every song, 
without  being too 
strong.
 
With the soft horns and other
 
low-key instruments
 in the song "As 
Hard As It Is," Gift 
uses  his unique 
Music 
Review
 
9.4  
fi 
and 
powerful  voice
 to create
 a pen-
sive 
mood.  
"Was happy
 before you came 
now you re gone 
it's just 
not the same." 
This is an 
example
 of the type  
of 
songs FYC
 writes  
reflective
 
songs
 about
 
relationships
 
which  
never
 seem to 
work  out, but 
don't 
leave you 
with a sour 
taste in 
your  
mouth.  
"Good 
Thing"  is a song 
about  a 
the
 lead 
vocals  and 
some 
of
 the 
back
 up singing
 as well.
 "Don't 
Let  
It Get 
You  Down" 
has Gift 
putting  
more range 
into
 his voice. 
The
 final song
 on side 
two is a 
remake 
of
 the Buzzcock's
 "Ever 
Fallen
 In Love,"
 which 
appeared  on 
the
 soundtrack 
of the 1986 
film  
"Something
 Wild." 
FYC  is a 
band 
that
 can't 
be 
labeled
 yet. Just 
when they 
get you 
into the 
beat, a 
melancholy  
song 
brings
 you down. 
FYC 
is still 
labeled a 
promising 
While  the
 new album is more 
focused
 
musically, FYC 
still 
manages
 to 
get  in a 
good mixture of the 
various  sounds that 
emerged
 on their first album. 
woman 
walking  out, leaving Gift 
to 
wonder,
 "Where have you gone?" 
This song includes a terrific 
beat 
that gets you hopping to a strong 
piano background. 
A 
keyboard/synthesizer  sound led 
the next song, "I'm Not the Man I 
Used to Be." Unfortunately, it 
sounds as if Cox and Steele just 
turned on the beat box. It pales in 
comparison to the other works on 
the album.
 
"I'm 
Not  Satisfied"
 and "Tell
 Me 
What," a song from the 1987 
Touchstone picture "Tin Men," close 
out  the first side of the album.
 
The second side opens with 
"Don't
 Look Back," which includes 
the classic line for a college student: 
"Never had the good things only 
money could
 buy 
I'd drive 
my car 
but I haven't 
got  a car to drive." 
"It's OK (It's alright)" is similar 
to the other songs, in that Gift does 
band, even after a three-year break, 
in which Gift went off to become an 
actor and Cox and Steele 
stayed 
involved 
with the music scene. FYC 
now has to prove that they can roll 
along and turn out an album a bit 
more 
often  than every 
three  years. 
Though this album
 is a step dif-
ferent from the 
music  that made 
FYC popular 
with listeners 
of the 
"music  of the 
'80s,"  it is a 
move  in 
the right direction.
 It can only 
be 
hoped
 that FYC 
doesn't  try and go 
the
 route of 
greedy  
popularity.
 If 
they 
do,  what was 
once a 
promising
 
band (and 
still is) 
will  turn 
into
 
another 
gold -record
-seeking, 
unimaginative
 group that
 will stag-
nate in the 
murky  waters 
called
 "Top 
40."  
Go out and 
give "The Raw and 
the 
Cooked" a listen. Be ready
 for 
a 
gifted  voice and a fine assortment 
of 
players.
 
And  while 
you're 
there,  pick 
up 
the 
first  album 
too. 
House
 
of
 Freaks 
loses
 
minor
 battle 
By Andy Nystrom 
Daily staff 
writer  
Along
 with all the hype and 
glory, successful
 artists must 
often learn to deal 
with defeat. 
In the case of 
House  of Freaks, 
the group 
has not lost any 
major 
battle,
 but has found itself
 faze -
to
-face 
with the 
sopho-
more
 
jinx. 
With 
the 
release 
of its 
new
 
album, "Tanana," the band per-
forms far 
below the potential 
established 
on "Monkey on a 
Chain Gang," its 
critically  
acclaimed debut album 
of last 
year. 
Although 
most of the songs on 
"Tanana" maintain
 the originality 
and 
authenticity  of those on 
"Monkey on a 
Chain  Gang," the 
band tends to get caught 
in a 
musical rut. 
While the slashing guitar, 
pounding 
drums  and harmonic 
vocals reminiscent
 of the Long 
Ryders and R.E.M. are still 
there,  
the songs often turn out to 
be 
monotonous and predictable. 
The band, which 
consists  of 
singer/guitarist Bryan 
Harvey and 
drummer/percussionist  Johnny 
Hott, 
is a very talented duo, and 
can definitely rock it out live with 
the best of them. It proved this 
last year 
with  opening slots on the 
tours of Alarm, 
Midnight  Oil and 
the Smithereens. 
However, it seems all that 
touring 
took its toll on the band 
and may have caused it to hurry 
the 12 songs contained on 
"Tantilla."  
There are some classic 
features 
on
 the album, including some 
solid organ accompaniment by 
Marty McCavitt. Yet a little diver-
sity in musical styles could
 have 
made it a top-notch release. 
For instance, 
Harvey's
 lyrics 
are a main 
standout, as this time 
around
 he focuses on a 
more
 his -
House
 of Freaks 
still  proves to 
be talented duo
 
torical
 perspective.
 
"I've always been in pursuit of 
the great 
American
 epic," he said 
in 
a press release. "You may only 
end up catching a slice of it, but 
you have to have that sort of 
grand purpose." 
This is displayed well in the 
song "White Folk's Blood": 
"And 
it's
 peace and plenty
 in 
the country, 
and
 the way we are we 
will  
remain,  
the world keeps
 spinning 
'round and around, 
everything's 
still  the same." 
Another song which works 
both lyrically
 and musically is the 
acoustic 
"Family  Tree," in 
which  
Harvey sounds similar to a youth-
ful Elvis Costello. 
And it is Harvey's vocals 
which 
either make or break the 
songs on "Tanana." 
In songs like "The Righteous 
Will Fall," "King of Kings" and 
"Sun Gone Down," his voice 
works nicely with the music to 
create some
 memorable
 choruses.
 
However,  
the 
vocals
 often 
seem a 
bit  forced and 
out of place
 
on the 
bluesy 
"Birds  of Prey"
 and 
moody
 "Broken
 Bones."
 These 
two  songs 
could also
 be great,
 
but the 
meanings  contained
 in the 
lyrics  are 
lost when 
Harvey 
begins to 
sing  them. 
The
 lyrics 
on
 "Broken
 Bones"
 
are some 
of
 the most
 personal 
he's 
written:  
"In this quiet room, 
with the doors closed, 
no one ever knows, 
this twisted fate 
we
 share, 
locked away inside. 
where
 we both can hide." 
Overall,
 the album
 is not one 
to stir up the critics this time,
 but 
it does show that the band is 
human.  
Perhaps  a 
little
 more 
experi-
ence in 
the music 
world  is needed 
before 
the band 
reaches
 big-time
 
success.
 And since the
 'Freaks are 
still 
a fairly new band,
 it has all 
the time it needs. 
Everything
 
else  
is 
just
 
a 
light:
 
So
 ask 
them
 
to
 
bring 
out  their 
best 
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This morning
 they were playing ping-pong
 in the hospital rec room.
 
Now they're lost 
in New York and framed for murder. 
This was never covered 
in group therapy. 
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Young
 
dance
 company produces
 
professional
 show 
Alyssa
 Jensen  
Daily  staff 
photographer
 
11E1  
dancers
 Michelle
 Stark, 
Diana  Brown 
and Janet 
Davidson 
are pen-
guins. 
By E. 
Mark 
Moreno
 
Daily Staff Wnter 
In its second year as a company, 
the University 
Dance  Theatre 
demonstrates  a vigorous, 
entertain-
ing and 
professional
 soul that's 
unusual for 
new companies. 
The group
 performed 
at
 the 
University  Theatre 
last weekend and 
will 
return 
this week 
for three 
perfor-
mances
 at 
8 p.m., 
Thursday 
through 
Saturday. 
Producer Mina 
Gannen
 said she 
appreciated the outcome of 
U.D.T.'s  
untitled agglomeration, 
consisting of 
five
 modern dances and
 one jazz 
dance. 
Dance  Review 
'4  
IL 
Alyssa
 Jensen 
 Daily staff 
photographer
 
Michelle Buttignol performs in the emotional piece, 'Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo' 
"We're
 really very
 pleased. I 
feel 
it was one
 of the 
best
 concerts 
we've 
ever 
had."  
That 
statement  could
 be inar-
guable  if the
 concert 
was  judged 
from
 the 
enthusiastic  
audience  
response. 
The
 first 
piece,  "The 
Mothers
 of 
Plaza  De Mayo,"
 is an 
emotional
 
venture  into 
Argentine
 political 
his-
tory, and highly
 effective 
because
 of 
its brevity. 
The 
red -lit background
 and 
somber score 
by Igor Tkachenko 
imbue  it  with a sentiment
 that is 
highly 
interpretive.  
Inspired 
by Lawrence Thomton's
 
novel, 
"Imagining  Argentina,"
 the 
piece depicts
 a gathering of mothers
 
whose  children have 
been
 made to 
"disappear"  by the country's military
 
government
 of several 
years  ago. 
Choreographer
 Nancy Colahan, who 
created 
"Mothers"  during a two-
week
 residency at SJSU last
 year, 
has taken a message and brought it 
to the heart, gracefully utilizing the 
talents of SJSU dancers. 
"Forest
 Dreams," a mellow piece 
with 
catchy, swirling, praying man-
tis 
hand movements, is simple
 but 
well-balanced.  Independent chore-
ographer
 Tandy Beal, the mind 
behind "Dreams," brings a dark
 
dimension to the mostly upbeat 
per-
formances on 
the  program. The 
dancers'  white outfits  against a dark 
'I feel it was 
one 
of 
the best
 concerts 
we've
 ever had.' 
 Mina Garmen, 
Producer  
background and moody
 music by 
Art Lande is a 
good
 setup for the 
flashy -colored piece that follows. 
U.D.T.'s Artistic Director Nolan 
Denett brought in a visual grabber 
with "Mythic Waltz."
 Abstract and 
hypnotic, with 
a seven
-person 
lineup  
and a plethora
 of bright colors, the 
piece flows nicely with both con-
trasting and
 interspersing move -
NURSING 
STUDENTS,
 YOU'RE WELCOME TO ATTEND 
OUR REHABILITATION
 NIGHT AT 
SANTA CLARA
 VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER. 
SANTA
 CLARA 
VALLEY  
MEDICAL 
CENTER  
REHABILITATION
 
NIGHT
 
WILL
 
BE 
IN 
THE
 
ADMINISTRATIVE
 
CONFERENCE
 
ROOM
 
ON
 
APRIL
 
19th
 
AT
 
7PM.
 
Our
 
hospital
 
is
 a 
nationally
 
recognized
 
center
 of excellence 
in 
rehabilitation.
 We 
want 
you  
to 
become
 a 
respected
 
member  
of a 
large 
interdisciplinary
 
team.
 
Learn 
how  to 
support
 patients 
and families 
as they adjust 
to 
major life 
changes. 
Also join 
our 
new  
graduate
 training
 pro-
gram
 in June. 
We
 are the "state
 
of the heart
 hospital".
 
FOR
 
SUMMER
 
NURSING
 
POSITIONS
 AND
 
MORE
 
INFORMATION
 
ON
 
REHABILITATION
 
NIGHT
 
CALL
 
MIRIAM
 
CASEY  
R.N., 
AT
 
299-6983.
 
LOOK  
FOR
 
OUR  
BACK  
PAGE
 
AD
 IN 
ACCESS
 
MAGAZINE
 
ON
 
APRIL
 
27th.  
Rebecca Reyes 
UDT
 Dancer 
ments.  Its 
only
 drawback
 is fre-
quent
 line -returning,
 which 
borders  
on 
excessive
 repetition.
 
"Partita,"  
originally
 
chore-
ographed  in 
1942 by 
the late 
modern  
dance pioneer
 Doris 
Humphrey,  is 
also 
incorporated  
into the 
produc-
tion. 
The piece
 was 
recreated  by 
Janet  Van 
Swoll from
 a 
Labanotation
 Score, a 
process  which
 
employs 
the use 
of
 pictographs
 to 
recreate
 older 
dance pieces
  in 
almost
 the same
 way football
 plays 
are staged 
according  to a 
playbook.
 
The 
performance
 does
 recall 
modem
 dance as it 
existed in its 
ear-
ly 
stages
 of 
development
  slow
 
and rosy,
 graceful and
 regimented.
 
The 
milkmaid
-like 
outfits  color 
the 
piece 
with nostalgia.
 The 
accompa-
nying 
music, 
Bach's  
"Partita  
Number
 Five, 
Opus  One in 
G 
Minor,"
 is 
cheerfully
 plucked 
out by 
Marvin  Lawrence
 on the 
keyboard  
beside the 
stage.  
Although  it appeared
 a bit outdat-
ed, "Partita" is an 
interesting  addi-
tion to 
the  program. 
"Scenes," the next 
segment, is a 
premier 
performance  by 
U.D.T. 
By far
 the most 
visual  piece on 
the program, 
"Scenes" 
combines
 
free
-flowing forms
 and assorted
 
stops and break-ups
 with an amus-
ing storyline, set 
to up -beat music 
by
 Mannheim Steamroller,
 
With 
10 performers at 
work, 
Choreographer 
lett Slayton brings
 a 
multi
-episodic number 
that empha-
sizes 
human 
interaction.  
Performers 
touch, 
intermix
 and 
seem 
almost to talk to one
 another. 
A 
somewhat  corny 
but touching 
scene 
features  a man 
and
 woman sit-
ting
 together, 
seemingly
 in a park. 
There is rain in 
the background. 
The 
scene works well
 as part of the 
human dynamics theme. 
The show's 
final segment, also 
a 
premier performance,
 packs a good 
left hook to 
the audience's amuse-
ment
 bone. 
"Gotham City"
 is a jumping jazz 
dance ditty,
 full of all the 
comic 
book cliches
 and campy images 
that 
came 
alive  in the1960s 
"Batman"
 
show. Set to a medley of  contempo-
rary
 dance -pop tunes, the 
piece  
aroused the 
audience  into whoops 
and 
cheers. It was  simply put 
 
damn
 fun, especially for those 
who  
grew up reading about 
the Caped 
Crusader's exploits. 
Created by Lake 
Tahoe  and 
Atlantic
 City Choreographer
 Ann 
Garvin, the glitzy set features fluo-
rescent 
props emblazoned
 with 
"Thwackkk!" and 
"Whammm!"  and 
a fluorescent,
 giant "Joker" card. 
Both
 were designed by dancer 
Shelley DiGiulio,
 who plays the 
Riddler in the dance. 
A bat symbol 
hovers 
over
 the stage, emitted from 
a light covered with a bat -image 
"gobo," designed 
by
 Dick Mills of 
the Instructional Resource 
Center.
 
A particularly unique routine 
is 
the 
"Penguin"  scene, which features 
three dancers made up in the
 attire 
of Batman's enemy. 
Waddling, with 
protruding bellies and 
umbrellas in 
hand, the dancers 
tackle  the scene 
with 
awkward,
 comic grace that 
harkens
 images of the Penguin seen 
on
 television. Holy childhood -in -
the -sixties!
 
Another crowd-pleaser was the 
sensuous
 "Catwoman" scene. 
The 
Joker 
was  there also, comical 
and  
entertaining,
 if not echoing the psy-
chopathic 
killer  of the funnies. 
And, oh yes, 
Batman  and Robin, 
who figure 
relatively  briefly in the 
opening scenes. It could 
chip a little 
of the punch
 away for diehard
 
Batman buffs. 
Paradise
 
Beach
 
Salutes
 
"Sigma
 Chi Derby
 Days" 
Kamikazi
 Thursday
 
No
 cover
 
charge  
with 
SJSU  
I.D.
 
igGmAicHrs
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50¢
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all 
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Morrison
 
selection
 could
 
be
 
shot
 
in
 
arm
 
SJSU
 
needs
 
By Joel 
Beers  
Daily staff amt. 
Stan Morrison's selection as SJSU 
basketball coach should 
provide a 
faltering program with a 
much  need-
ed shot of invigoration, according 
to
 
Athletic Director 
Randy Hoffman. 
The
 former USC
 head coach
 is 
regarded  as 
an
 extremely 
adept  
fund-raiser 
and a genius 
at increas-
ing 
general campus
 support for
 ath-
letic 
teams.  
Additionally, Morrison's ability to 
retain and graduate his athletes 
should improve the reputation of the 
program and the university, said 
Hoffman. 
Morrison's contract runs for four 
years. His annual base salary will be 
$61,000.
 
All parties
 agree that 
Morrison's  
ability
 for increasing
 interest in 
his  
team, 
coupled  with 
a new on -cam-
pus 
arena,
 could signal
 the end to 
low
 student turnout 
at SJSU basket-
ball 
games.  
But, as Morrison says, the 
easiest  
way to increase student support 
for 
a 
team  
is also the 
hardest. 
"The easiest
 way is to become suc-
cessful,"  he said at Tuesday's press 
conference. "And you have 
to sell 
yourself and make people think
 that 
by 
being  (at the game)
 they're con-
tributing as well." 
At
 least one 
former  SJSU 
player,  
1 
oily Farmer,
 agreed 
that student
 
support 
for  the team was 
not  always 
there. 
"There
 were times
 when 
we'd
 go 
out on the road 
and see other teams
 
with 
all their 
support
 and then
 we'd 
come  home and 
have  nothing like 
it," 
said Fanner, 
who will attend
 the 
University
 of Nebraska
 next 
year.  
Farmer 
added that 
Morrison 
has  a 
definite 
reputation 
of increasing
 
school 
morale and 
interest in 
his 
teams.  
Hoffman  said 
Morrison's  
personal  
attributes  
will  also help 
to sell the 
team. 
"Stan 
has a great deal of 
personal  
integrity," he said. "He's very outgo-
ing and he (projects) genuine 
inter-
est." 
Morrison's 
presence
 should also 
improve an 
area of SJSU athletics 
that 
Hoffman
 feels is dangerously 
low: academic achievement
 for ath-
letes.
 
During former
 coach Bill Berry's 
10 -year 
tenure,  63 athletes partici-
pated on the team. Only eight
 gradu-
ated, according to university 
statis-
1969
 
1970
 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976
 
1977 
1978
 
1979' 
Totals for seven
 season: 
1980 
head coach USC 
head coach
 USC 
head coach USC 
head 
coach  USC 
head coach USC 
head coach 
USC  
head coach USC 
1981
 
1982 
1983
 
1984 
1985'  
1986 
Total for seven 
seasons:  
Major  College head 
coaching  totals In 14 
seasons:  
'conference championships 
Stan
 
Morrison's  
College
 Coaching Record  
1967 
asst. SJSU 9-15 
1968
 
asst. SJSU 13-12 
asst. SJSU 16-8 
asst. SJSU 
3-21 
asst. USC 24-2 
asst. USC 
16-10 
head coach UOP 14-12 
head coach UOP 
12-12  
head 
coach UOP 
12-14 
head coach UOP 14-14 
head coach
 UOP 
11-14
 
head coach UOP 17-10 
head coach UOP
 
18-12 
100-88 
12-15 
14-13
 
19-9 
17-11  
11-20
 
19-10 
11-17 
103-95 
203-183
 
tics. 
Although
 
the 
University
 of 
Southern  
California
 
would  not
 
release
 its 
official
 
statistics,
 
Hoffman  
said at 
Tuesday's  
press 
conference  
that 
about  65 
to 70 
per-
cent
 of Morrison's athletes 
graduat-
ed from
 USC. 
Morrison's
 
ability  
to 
graduate  
stu-
dent
-athletes
 
is 
something
 that
 
Hoffman  
said the
 
selection
 
commit-
tee,
 who 
interviewed
 
applicants.  
Mike
 Dafferner
  Daily 
staff  
photographer
 
-RETURNING  TO HIS 
ROOTS   new 
basketball  coach, Stan 
Morrison. was
 an assistant 
coach  
at
 S.1181.! from
 
1966-70.  
took into 
high  consideration.
 
"The 
academic priority is a a 
pri-
ority of mine 
and university's," 
Hoffman said.
 "We all want to do 
a 
much 
better  job overall in that 
area.  
Stan 
Morrison's  record speaks for 
itself."
 
"I don't 
believe in 
exploiting  ath-
lete,"  
Morrison
 said. 
"I
 believe 
in
 
exploiting  (the 
advantages  of) 
uni-
versities." 
Fan 
support,
 
academics
 
lure
 
ex
-Spartan  
to
 Nebraska
 
Joe 
Villarin
 - 
Special to the
 
Daily  
Former 5.151 player 
Ton,'  Farmer sports the colors 
of his new school inside the new Rec-Center. 
By Steven Mushl
 
Daily staff writer 
While  the boycotting basketball 
players
 are waiting for 
Spartan Athletic Director Randy 
lloffman  to determine 
their futures at 
SJSU,  sophomore Tony 
Farmer has 
announced definite plans to sign with the University of 
Nebraska.
 
"I sign my Big Eight papers on April
 16th," Farmer 
said. 
The 6 -foot -9 forward said he will
 
meet with Nebraska 
Coach Danny Nee and Assistant Coach Lynn Mitchem 
at his 
parents'  home in Los Angeles to sign 
his letter -of-
intent to attend and play basketball at Nebraska. 
Nebraska finished with a 
17-16  mark, which included 
a season -ending, 
second -round 
loss
 to 
Ohio  
State  in the 
National  Invitational Tournament. 
On Jan, 18, Farmer was one of 10 players boycotting 
former Coach Bill Berry's basketball program. Hoffman 
announced last month that the players who participated 
in the boycott would not be allowed to return to the 
SJSU 
basketball
 team. 
Farmer expressed his interest in playing at 
Nebraska 
before the decision to fire Berry was announced Mar. 
24. 
Farmer had said earlier that coaching 
changes  would 
large 
selection
 
of 
rentals
 
discount
 
with  
student
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not make a difference,
 citing that he needed a "fresh 
start." 
"My dad and I talked about 
it and felt it was the right 
thing to do," he said. 
Despite being impressed by the fans 
and facilities, 
Farmer was also impressed by Nebraska's 
academic
 sys-
tem and graduation rate. He said 
he
 read Time maga-
zine's article on the role of education in college
 athlet-
ics. Nebraska was one of the 
schools  described in the 
article. 
"They have tutors that 
go
 to class with you and even 
teach you how to take 
a test," Farmer said. "Some col-
lege players don't even know how to do that because 
they've been given a free ride." 
Coach Nee believes
 Farmer will excel in his aca-
demics. 
"He 
really  has the right 
attitude to get a 
first-class  edu-
cation,"
 Nee said. 
Citing  the reputation
 of Nebraska's 
business  school, 
Farmer 
said he plans to 
finish
 his degree in 
accounting  
but hopes to 
play  in the NBA. 
"The coaches
 feel I have a shot at 
the  NBA," he said. 
"But I'm going to pursue my
 degree first." 
Nebraska
 wasn't  the only 
team
 that expressed 
interest
 
in him, 
according to Farmer. Other 
schools
 that contact-
ed him were U.C. 
Santa  Barbara, Long 
Beach  State, 
UCLA and the University of 
Oklahoma.  
"It was really a tough decision," 
Farmer said. "My dad 
went
 to 
Oklahoma."  
Because NCAA 
rules prohibit recruiting from
 other 
teams, Hoffman's
 permission was needed 
before  
V1RMI:R. page 
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Nitecry is an energetic Rythm & Blues band 
that delivers
 an up -beat
 show and will 
knock
 
you out of your 
seat
 and on 
to the 
dance  
floor. 
Nitecry  features
 the 
dynamic
 
vocals
 of 
seasoned 
frontman Tom 
Castro
 
and  
Blues -Rock 
guitarist 
Rene
 
Solis.  
Nitecry plays Blues 
and 
Motown  
favorites
 --
their tight
-knit  horns
 and driving 
rythm
 
section
 
promise a show 
you'll  never 
forget.
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Miller,
 
Sanwo
 
miss  
Spartans
 
get 
beaned
 
qualifying  for NCAA 
in rout
 
of
 
UC
 
Davis 
By 
Matthew
 
D. 
Anderson  
The Aggies then brought in 
pitcher
 
Dave 
Schwartz, who proceeded to 
throw 
two of his eight warm-up 
pitches
 into
 the
 backstop. 
Booker 
then put an end
 to the 
wildness of the Aggies'
 pitchers by 
hitting
 a three
-run 
triple to 
right 
center, 
increasing
 
SJSU's
 lead 
to 9-
2. 
By
 
Doris  
Kramer
 
Duly
 staff
 
writer  
SJSU
 
gymnasts
 Kriss 
Miller  
and  
Cheryl  
Sanwo
 
performed
 
well  
in 
Saturday's
 
regionals  com-
petitions,
 
but  
needed
 
scores  
sur-
passing  
their 
season's
 
best
 to 
rank  
in 
a 
region
 
concentrated  
with 
many 
of the 
nation's
 best 
teams.
 
Miller's
 all-around
 
score  
in
 the 
regionals
 
of 
37.05,
 
combined
 
with
 
a 37.8 
season
 average is 
impressive,  
as is 
her  
career
 best
 
of 
38.5 in 
the 
all-around.  
But as 
the Big 
West 
Conference
 
creates
 
fierce 
competition,
 a 
winning
 
gymnast
 needs 
a nearly
 perfect
 
score. 
Five 
of the 
12
 schools
 advanc-
ing 
to the 
national  
competitions  
in 
Georgia 
are from
 the 
West  
Coast. 
Conference
 competitors
 
Oregon
 State, 
Cal State
 
Fullerton,  and
 UCLA 
all 
advanced  to the
 national 
compe-
titions 
This is 
Miller's  
second
 time 
competing 
in
 the regional 
compe-
titions.  Last
 season, she 
qualified 
with a 
season  average 
of 36.35, 
thus 
showing
 improvement
 of 
more 
than a point in 
one  year. 
Sanwo,  a freshman,
 earned an 
all-around score 
of 34.75 in her 
first regionals
 competition. 
"It 
was what we 
call  a real 
character building 
experience,"  
Walker  said. 
As the 
meet came to a 
conclu-
sion, Sanwo
 was the final 
com-
petitor on the balance beam. 
"All 
of
 the other
 events 
were  
finished 
so everyone
 was gath-
ered 
watching,"  
Walker  said.
 
"She was 
nervous 
and  fell off 
the  
beam  twice. 
With this 
experi-
ence,
 the 
stress
 of a 
dual  meet 
won't 
phase  her." 
Although  
coach 
Jackie  
Walker  
had  
hopes  
of
 her 
entire  
team 
qualifying
 for 
the 
NCAA
 
region-
als, the 
fact two
 athletes
 
qualified  
to 
compete
 
against
 
such
 
talented
 
athletes 
gave 
her  optimism
 in 
looking  
ahead 
to
 next 
season.  
With  the 
improvement
 
of this
 
season 
Walker  
believes  
recruiting
 
local  talent
 will 
improve.
 But 
even
 with 
the 
improvement,
 she
 
added, 
"as  a team,
 we 
need
 more 
consistency."
 
SJSU
 
gymnasts
 
Miller  and 
Sanwo
 qualified
 for 
the  
regionals
 
with 
scores  
that
 rose 
consistently
 
with the
 
season.
 
Miller
 was 
much 
more 
confi-
dent
 in this 
year's 
regionals  
than 
last  a 
season 
marred 
by a 
painful  
stress
 
fracture
 to  
her  right
 
ankle. 
"I
 was 
scared  of 
the pain 
that I 
anticipated
 with 
the 
competi-
tion,"
 Miller
 said. "I 
was afraid
 
that I 
would hurt
 my ankle
 even 
more.  But 
this  year I 
had fun 
and 
actually 
enjoyed  
myself."
 
This 
season,  
Miller  was 
ranked  
first 
in the 
conference
 of the
 
seven 
individual
 
gymnasts  
that
 
qualified.
 
Farmer
 
FMIII  t,'e 6 
Nebraska
 could 
talk to Farmer. 
Farmer
 said he 
made  his 
decision  
based 
on several 
variables, one
 
being the 
way he wants 
to play his 
position.
 
"Coach  Nee gave
 me the option
 to 
play 
inside  and 
outside,"  he 
said. 
"Here,  I'm 
mostly  an inside 
player. 
In game 
situations,
 I don't think 
I 
played the 
perimeter  much." 
think he has 
unlimited  poten-
trel," Nee 
said.  "We were 
really 
ithpressed with 
Tony when 
Nebraska
 
played  SJSU." 
jNee 
was  referring to Nebraska's 
90-76 win over SJSU in 
the
 
champi-
onship game of the 
Amcritas 
Classic. Farmer scored
 14 points 
and 
grabbed  eight 
rebounds
 against 
host 
Nebraska. 
"When I heard
 those 14,000 fans 
cheering for the team
 I got pumped 
up,
 even though 1 knew
 it wasn't for 
me," Farmer 
said.  
Pointing out
 that 
everything
 in 
Nebraska
 revolves around
 university 
athletics,
 Farmer said 
he was disap-
pointed 
by
 the student and 
fan sup -
MAC 
& PC 
RENTALS
 
DAY 
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Computers
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Go 
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S.
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1989  
Sequa. 
Hospital  is a 
renowned 
438 -bed 
acute  can 
facility that
 blends its 
hulthcare 
expertae 
within   
progressive  
and
 professional
 
environment
 
This is 
an
 excellent
 opportunity
 far 
nursing
 student.
 
who 
have 
completed
 a 
Med/Surg  
rotation  with 
at 
least cine 
year of 
training  in an 
acuediusal
 program 
emphasizing  
critical care. 
OncIl  
position.  
visitable
 on 
all  shifts 
New  
Grads
 
A 
New 
Training  
Program
 
Begins  
Every  
Month  
comprthensive  
New 
Grad
 
preeeptonhip
 
program  
is offered in 
Med/Surg  
and 
Critical  Care. 
This
 ta  
Roque 
opportunity
 for the 
New 
Grad
 who 
will  enjoy 
Rya 
only  
individual
 attention,
 but 
salary  
support
 as 
well. 
kor
 
immediate
 
conaideution.  
plea. 
submit  a 
ksume,
 indicating
 area 
of
 mtereet,
 to. 
Employment
 
kuutlist,  
Sequoia 
Nuptial, 
Whipple & 
Alameda,
 
Iledwood 
City, CA 
94062, 
or
 call for
 additional  
pforrnation
 
415/167-5325.
 
An
 equal 
opportunity
 
anployes.
 
Sequoia
 
Hospital
 
port
 at 
SJSU.  
"Even
 
though
 we 
played
 at 
the 
Civic,
 we 
still  
couldn't  
sell 
it
 out," 
he 
said.  
Farmer  plans to 
dedicate  both of 
his 
playing  years
 at Nebraska
 to a 
Daily staff writer 
The 19th -ranked Spartan baseball 
team (29-6 
overall, 2-1 in Big West 
play) 
literally  got beaten up in their 
9-2 win Tuesday night over UC-
Davis (8-24) in a non -conference 
game. 
Aggies' pitcher Rob Kramer 
seemed to be using Spartan batters 
for target practice, 
bcaning  three "(The Aggic pitchers) were trying 
players in one inning, 
to 
pitch inside to get a Founder, and 
Larry
 Martinez (1-0) pitched seven the 
ball gets away,' said SJSU 
strong
 innings to earn his first career Coach 
Sam Piraro, who commended 
win for SJSU. 
Booker on his 
performance.
 
SJSU used Kramer's wildness to "Booker is starting
 to come on 
score seven runs in the bottom of now," Piraro said. "He is going with 
the seventh, breaking up what was a the pitch." 
2-2 ball
 game. Booker admits he has been in a 
The Spartans batted around in the mild slump of late and is now start -
inning
 with the big blow being left ing
 to turn it on. 
fielder Eric Booker's bases -loaded, "Coach stuck with me by keeping 
two -out triple. But let's get back to me in the lineup, and my roommate 
the beginning of the inning. 
(Greg) Borgerson worked
 with me 
Booker  lead off with a walk and to build up my confidence by play -
then stole second (his first in 30 ing whiffle ball with me late at night 
games). Jason 
Hanf
 walked, 
and using a 
broomstick." 
Steve  Anderson struck out for the The lineup featured a few new 
first out. Kramer then threw one 
by
 wrinkles as Andy Coan was dropped 
the catcher to 
move the runners
 up. 
to the
 number two spot in the
 
bat' 
Mike 
Gonzales  
was  hit on the 
fore-  
ting order, and Gonzales was moved 
arm, loading the bases, 
to the leadoff spot. 
Gonzales  stole 
Pinch -hitter 
Ken Henderson one (his 
12th) and Coan stole two 
slapped  a single to drive in Booker (23rd and 240) bases for SJSU. 
with the game -winning
 run. After Despite Mitchell's lofty batting 
Greg Borerson struck out for the average (.330 
on
 the season), Hanf 
second out, Ozzie Fernandez was will replace him at third base in 
hit by the pitch 
to drive in Hanf, hopes that he will provide more 
A trip to the mound by the Aggies'
 power,
 
coach Phil Swimley didn't help mat- 
'I still have a lot of confidence in 
ters as the next batter, Kevin
 Greg,"  Piraro said. "I needed to 
Tannahill, was hit by the pitch to experiment to get some more power 
bring Gonzales with the 
fifth  run, at third." 
neighborhood
 friend who was killed 
in Los Angeles when 
three  men 
tried to steal his car. 
"I'm going to wear 
his number, 21, 
on my 
wrist  bands," he said. 
Farmer
 said he wanted to 
thank 
Randy
 Hoffman,
 Coach
 Berry
 and 
the 
coaching  
staff  for 
giving 
him a 
chance.  
"I'll always 
follow
 the team," he 
said.
 "This is where 
I got my start." 
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Shelley
 Scott  Daily 
staff photographe, 
Eric Booker slides 
into
 second during SJSU's 9-2 win 
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Officer
 
claims
 
Ramirez  said 
he 
was  
guilty  
US
 vs,ut
 
Pi 
Richard
 
Ramire,
 admitted the 
das of his 
11985 aft est I 
hat he sk,1` 
the niur-
deruuiis
 N ight Stalker... telling an 
office!.
 
-I did it. 
kou  
knoss  
You  
go. got me, the 
Stalker.-
 the
 offi-
cer testified
 
kainire, 
made the statement be 
tole he %k
 
w. read 
his constitutional 
light to leMaill 
silent, 
as he sat hand-
s ut ted to a 
chan
 
in a 
police  waiting 
loom sk ith Sgt George Thomas on 
'situ 
i I OSS Tho,,,,, testified 
I I 
It's1.14
 
I-Z.11111TC/
 . .7'1. a 
texas  dime,.
 had 
litien :toe sled onlk how  eai  hel for 
ills 
cstipation
 
of
 a series oh 
nocturnal  
attat ks that lei tori/ed Southern Cali -
ii
 
in the 
summer
 of 
1985.  
lie
 
is 
hinged 
ssith 13 
murders 
lilt 
ithei felonies 
in connection 
ith  .1 string of horritk tue assaults  
nom
 198-1
 to 
19%5
 
1 
It
 
course 
1 did it. 
So v. hat  
me I LIC,er
 \ e 
[0 die: 
hk.mas 
quoted  Ramire,
 
'Ionia.,  
a...igned
 munk 
to vtatch 
r R.IIIIIIC/ until police supervi-
stii, airis ed. stinted taking notes. he 
,11
 IA1111111/ doss 
n es Cry -
thing 
Rain ire, %k
 at, quoted 
as
 say-
ing Itanure/ then 
stopped  talking 
and 
sttttls 
banged
 his head on the 
!able as 
many
 as 
10 times. 
Thomas 
said.  
Thomas
 told the 
Superior 
Court  
iir that 
RamireL
 before 
he
 stopped 
talking. 
babbled
 on about
 being the 
-Night Stalker- and 
hummed the 
I title "Night 
Prosk  ler- the 
heasy - 
metal
 hand
 AC -DC 
Thomas  said 
he
 kiwsk the song 
%s
 
ell alto 
II and seVeral oth-
s I 
Mil.,  su hue III1C11.111I1g 
' 
Stalks.' 
attacks
 
Heat
 
wave
 
Alyssa
 Jensen 
- 
Dady  staff 
photographer
 
Ohana  Club 
members
 ir   
left) 
Gary
 
Garcia,
 
chicken  
at
 the Exotic 
International
 Food 
lia/aar.  
Dominic 
Bay ani
 and 
Junior
 
Paeste,
 barbecue 
The
 tasty estrimiganta
 ends today at 3:30
 p.m. 
British
 
cargo
 
ship  
captain
 
ruled  drunk  
at 
helm  
OS 
ANGI ItS 
1API 
A Brit
-
skipper
 
as t.used it 
erraticallk  
7111g  
IIIN 
7s 
101,1
 cargo 
ship 
out 
I 
ong  
Bcas 
Ii 
Harbor
 was drunk 
,idet
 S 
I 
ist  
Guard  
standards.
 
ist results 
indisaie  
Capt  A Idyl 
.11,11es
 
slum 
ed 
alcohol
 
'se's ot 11.07
 
percent
 in his 
blood
 
Aid o 09 
percent
 in his 
urine, both 
above 
the  strict 
0.04 
percent
 maxi-
ann
 tor 
ctimmercial
 
sessel  
opera -
'mm. 
Pettk  Officer
 Brad
 Smith
 
said  
kiesday
 
. 
Officials
 at the Los 
Angeles
 Po -
:ice  I 
ft:par:mu:tit.
 
skluch  
analy/ed
 the 
said
 the kind 
ot 
disparity  
found 
it
 
mei;
 tests 
us 
,is rum at
 uncommon
 
nd 55 is
 
prohahl,.
 the result ot 
the  
thtteient
 times 
the two samples
 
ssere
 
taken. 
The 
Coast Guard us as 
0,111111111111g 
is 
mestigation  
against
 JOIICS,
 su 
ho 
as 
ordered
 
to
 
ielinquish  
command
 
,1 
the  
Centur  Hope 
earlk Saturdai, 
\s 
hot
 his
 
cress 
radioed
 the Cods' 
ithird
 to 
complain
 
that he 
appeared  
!ink
 
.11  the helm 
: le Post 
Office  Alternative 
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Giles  College 
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St., SF 94133 
(415)788-3552   
The blood 
0141111111i  s.11111,1t,
 
0 
cut' 
gis 
en by Jones 
about  7,  nom.
 
.it 
ten
 
the Centurk Hope 
lett the Long 
Beach
 
Hark,'
 
Jones. 
is
 
%%Ito  
returned 
home  
to 
Barnstaple.  land,
 on Monday.
 
denied he
 
ss 
is 
drunk 
'I had 
TOil n. 
huskies,
 that's all. -
Jones said Linda 
s 
in 
I ondon.  
The 
captain
 is 
under
 
msestigation
 
tor possible
 tedeial sill :trigs.. 
of
 oper-
ating a essel
 negligentl, and being
 
drunk at the helm 
'We're
 gtting 
to gather
 more 
facts.-  Smith said attei 
resealing the 
test results ' 
It Is 
knossn
 
what the outcome  
ol
 the case %sill 
be." 
The 
ship's agent. Williams
 Di-
amond and Co . has
 placed 
Slo.00(1
 
ISIde tt 
ptiti,,,e,  
It
 ,on
 
h:ted  of 
operating  a essel Inle
 
ui 
JOIICS mid
 he sentenced
 
I 
eat,  itt ptison. Smith said. If 
om
 
!Lied  
of 
negligent  
operation  
of
 a 
sessel,
 he could
 be fined
 
SliLoolf  
The 
('enturk  Hope's
 
second
 in 
command.  Firs! 
Mate 
Leung  
Wing  
Yu. alleged that Jones ssas guiding 
the ship on a collision course with 
the breakskater. The lesult could 
has e 
run 
the craft 
aground
 and 
blocked  one 
ot
 the mit
 
entrances  to 
the 
harbors  of
 
Los Angeles and
 I .ong 
Beach. 
Leung 
said  he and the 
second
 
innate
 smelled alcohol on 
Jones' 
breath 
and  urged 
him  to give 
up 
command. but that Jones began 
curs-
ing and 
insulting them. 
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Jones denied
 Mondas that
 he was 
steering  the 
ship toss d 
breakwater
 
and  
said he skits 
instead
 
mg 
hi
 cal. 
!bratc  
the ship's
 
radio 
due,
 Hilt) 
finder
 equipment.
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1916 Camden Ave. at New Jersey 
Bush
 
administration
 
widens
 weapons
 
ban
 
WASHINGTON
 
(AP) 
The 
Bush 
administration 
said Wednesday 
it was 
expanding a recently 
imposed  
ban on the importation of 
semiauto-
matic assault 
weapons.  
White House press 
secretary  Mar-
lin Fit/water 
said  that President 
Bush 
accepted  a Treasury Depart-
ment 
recommendation  that the 
bun  
be widened, effective 
immediately.  
The action  expands the ban 
to 
cover all imports of the 
high-pow-
ered,  rapid-fire  weapons. Fitmater 
said.
 
The 
previous ban, announced in 
early March. only covered 
about KO 
percent of 
imports,  he said. 
Ili/v.:der
 said the 
initial ban 
on
 
such weapons,  including
 the 
AK -47 
assault rifle, 
was aimed at 
fostering  
"a 
climate  in which 
reasonable and 
well
-intended
 people . 
could 
work 
out a thoughtful 
solution''  to the pro-
liferation of such 
weapons.  
He said 
the department 
was im-
posing a 
ban on an 
additional
 24 
types of 
guns  "to review their suita-
bility for sporting purposes."
 
Treasury's  Bureau 
of Alcohol. 
Tobacco and Firearms 
announced
 
the initial ban on 
March  14 on 
the 
import 
of the AK -47s and certain
 
similar weapons, but said the action 
could be 
"reversible." 
GET 
INVOLVED
 
A.S.
 Positions
 
Available
 
Now!
 
Want  to 
gain  
working
 
experience,
 
meet  
people,
 and 
make  a 
difference  
on 
campus?
 
We 
have a 
number  of 
open 
positions.  
For  
information,
 
please  
stop
 by the
 A.S. 
office  
located
 on 
the third 
floor of 
the 
Student
 
Union,  or 
call 
924-6240  
today.
 
Funded  
By 
A.S.  
WEEKEND
 
WORK
 
Earn 
some extra 
FUN MONEY 
during 
the 
weekend. 40 
experienced
 servers 
..rpositions
 available 
now In Santa 
Clara
 at the Santa
 Clara 
Convention  
Center.
 
Must 
be 
well-groomed and
 reliable. 
  
7.00  
an 
hour 
  
Saturday  and 
Sunday work 
  Weekly pay 
  Never a fee 
CALL NOW
 FOR 
MORE
 
INFORMATION
 
TAC 
TEMPS  
437-0260 
"Just ask our 
Nurses." 
Their enthusiasm describes our
 
medical environment better than 
anything 
else  we could write. At 
Se-
quoia Hospital, 
everyone  is friendly 
and the people
 really care. In fact, our 
nurses like it here so much,
 they tend 
to stay an average
 of 9 1/, years. And 
very few
 acute care facilities can
 boast 
such a low 
turnover rate - only 2.5 
percent
 annually.
 
Sequoia Hospital,
 a general, 
acute -care facility, has a 
lot to offer the 
recent 
graduate:  preceptors who 
are
 
available at all
 times to provide pro-
fessional and personal 
support,  a car-
diovascular department that enjoys a 
growing national reputation for 
open-heart surgery and research, a 
strong continuing 
education  pro-
gram that includes tuition reim-
bursement and paid educational 
leave, and a variety of exciting in-
patient and out -patient programs.
 
But even 
more  important is the 
warm, supportive atmosphere
 where 
communication is 
encouraged
 and 
nurses have plenty of opportunities 
for input and decision -making as it 
affects patient care, as well as 
their  
own careers. 
Sequoia Hospital hires graduate nurses upon receipt  of your permit. 
Candidates are invited to visit Sequoia Hospital's 
OPEN HOUSE on Mon., April 24, 1989, 5-8 p.m. 
Please fill out the reservation form and mail to Employee 
Relations Department, Sequoia Hospital, Whipple & Alameda, 
Redwood City, CA 94062, or call (415)367-5525 to confirm attendance 
Special speaker, Holly Hansen, will discuss 
"How to Best Interview
 for your First Nursing 
Position"  at 6 p.m. 
Refreshments
 will be served. On -going tours of our 
facility
 between 5- 8 p.m. 
Located in a suburban 
residential area with a 
small town atmosphere,
 Sequoia 
Hospital is only a 
short  drive away from 
beaches,  mountains, and 
the shop-
ping and cultural
 attractions of San 
Francisco.  
01 I would 
like  to attend your 
Open
 House on April 24. 
Name:   
Address:
  
Phone:   
School:
    
Graduation date:
  
Sequoia
 
Hosaltal
 
clip 
here 
 
on 
-47 
ing 
Ind 
ro-
Irk 
-
24 
ta-
11 
101, 
iced
 
the 
lain 
tion
 
Sgartan_Dudy/
 
Thursday.
 
April  6. 1989 
Labor
 
union
 
legalization
 
clears
 
way
 
towards
 
free
 Polish 
elections
 
WARSAW,
 
Poland
 
(AP)
 
--
 
Lech  
Walesa
 
said  
Solidarity
 
leaders
 
today  
approved 
a 
historic  
pact
 
that
 
would  
legalize
 the 
banned
 
union  
movement
 
and 
clear  the
 way 
for 
the first
 free 
elections
 
in 
Communist
 
post-war
 Po-
land. 
He
 
said
 
Solidarity
 had 
achieved
 
its 
primary
 
goals  
during  
its 
two  
months  
of
 talks
 with 
the 
government
 on 
end-
ing 
the 
country's
 
social
 and 
eco-
nomic
 
crisis.  
The 
Solidarity  
chairman  
made
 the 
remarks
 after 
a 
meeting  
of the 
Soli-
darity  
Executive
 
Commission,
 
which  
gathered
 
today 
to 
decide
 
whether
 to 
approve  
the  
sweeping
 ag-
reement
 
with  the 
government
 
that  re-
sulted 
from the
 talks. 
State 
radio 
announced  
that 
the  
final 
accords 
would be 
signed 
in a 
ceremony
 at the 
Council  of 
Ministers 
palace,
 where 
the talks
 between
 the 
government
 and 
the 
opposition  
began 
on Feb. 
6. 
Parliament
 
could  
meet as 
early  as 
Friday  to 
enact the 
accords. 
Two 
major 
agreements
 were 
reached
 Tuesday
 and 
the main 
re-
maining
 
obstacle  
is a 
dispute  
be-
tween
 Solidarity
 and 
the official
 
trade 
union 
federation  
0E72 
over
 a 
formula
 to peg 
workers  
compensa-
tion 
to
 
inflation.
 
These  key 
agreements
 
were
 
reached
 late
 
Tuesday:
 
-Solidarity's
 
legal  
status
 will 
be 
restored  
and  
people  
fired  for
 union 
activities
 after 
the 
1981  
crackdown
 
that  
quashed  
Solidarity
 
will 
be
 re-
instated.
 
-Political
 
reforms  
will 
include
 
bringing
 
the 
opposition
 
into  
parlia-
ment
 as 
a 
minority
 
party,
 
creating
 a 
freely
 
elected
 
Senate  
and establish-
ing a 
powerful
 
presidency.
 
Racial
 
tensions
 
may
 
cause
 
new
 
class
 
STANFORD,
 
Calif.
 
(AP)
 - 
A 
Stanford
 
University
 
poll 
showing
 
strained  
race 
relations
 
among
 
under-
graduates
 
prompted
 
a 
university
 
committee
 to 
recommend
 
increasing
 
minority
 
faculty
 
and  
doctoral
 
stu-
dents  
and  
requiring
 an 
ethnic
 
studies
 
COWS°.
 
Nearly half 
the  black. Hispanic
 
and 
American  Indian
 students polled
 
said they believed 
that most Anglo 
students 
are  racially 
prejudiced,  
while  Anglo students
 expressed re-
sentment about 
what they see as 
re-
verse 
discrimination.
 
Rut at 
the  same 
time,  the 
survey  
of 
1,316 
students
 showed
 a high 
per-
centage
 had 
dated  
interracially:
 57 
percent
 of 
Anglos,  90 
percent 
of
 
Hispanics,  
78 percent
 of Asians
 and 
74 
percent  
of
 blacks. 
Classified  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
FREE 
VISA  MASTERCARD
 
& SEARS 
application
 tor 
college
 studente!
 
Just 
send   
self 
addreesed
 
stamped 
envelope
 to KAIHATSU
 
MARKETING.
 734 S. Ill,
 St., Floe
 
S. 
Philadelphla,
 Pa 
19147.
 
Apply 
today for your future! 
NEED
 MEDICAL
 INSURANCE?
 Want 
good coverage
 you con milord?
 
We hew quality
 piens et low 
prices.
 Monthly 
tem* available.
 
Call  Mark 
Ellice
 at 
(406)943-9190
 
for  
no
 obletion
 quote.  
STUDENT
 DENTAL OPTICAL
 PLAN. 
Enroll
 Now! Sam 
your teeth, 
eyes  
Sod
 Money too. 
Clowning,
 end of-
fice 
vlaits 
et no cher. For 
bro-
chure see A.S. 
office or Student 
Health Center or call 
(408)371-
E411
 In 
San  
Joe@ 
408-976-2002   
SOUTH  BAY SULLETIN
 BOARD 
Something  for every 
Interest! Ro-
mance, 
friendship,
 edventure 
Lowe* your 
message or you 
can 
he.,
 six 
masa..  
from 
others, 
try it you'll 
be
 glad 
you Old 
Cell  
daily! Meow.. 
change
 tre-
gime* 
Only
 
$2  any toll.
 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUY 
A NEW CAR Mule 
tree for lees 
money You pick 
the model,  mei.. 
and accession.. 
We find you the 
best deal, no obligation  
indepen-
dent broker, reference* cell 
KEN  
el 
726-0639.  
SEIZED CARS,
 trucks. boats, 
4-wheel-
er5. 
motorhomee  by FBI IRS 
DEA 
Aran.* your 
or. now 
Cell (605) 652-7555.
 
Oct.
 C-1255.  
'Se 
DODGE  COt T, 5 speed, exc..,
 
condition
 Mew tires $465000
 
Call  (406) 294-8049. 
'82 JETTA - Must sell
 
-92
 thousand 
mil. Coils. Neve 
message  975-
5672. 
FOR 
SALE 
MATTRESS SETS" 
NEW,  BEDS 
Twin $85,
 ell 
149.
 queen $129. 
king 
SI. 
You get both ... 
aunkb@ds
 5129 
Bedfremes
 avail-
... now 
It
 your bed isn't 
giving  
you the 
comfort or the support 
you  lee, why not get  nem 
bed? 
Our beds am rely 
comfortable  & 
cheep Cell
 
5454554
  
REPOSSESSED VA & 
HUD HOMES 
aval*ble front 
government  
front  
St without
 credit check Your re-
pair Also tax
 delinquent 
rorec10-
sures Call (805) 882-7555. ext. 1,-
1513
 for repo list 
your
 wee. 
WEDDING DRESS
 - SW 
78. 
14000.
 
o 
PerNict
 for  
summer
 wed-
ding.
 Call 1115-4027  
GREEK  
AOTT VP 
SEEKING
 EKE
 tor her PD on 
4-22-89 Drees 
to Impress eta 
there ten 
only
 be 6 deys 
NM?! 
RSVP ASAP!, 
HELP 
WANTED 
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $50000 & up 
par 
week Send 
SASE  RENTERiA
 
ASSOCIATES,  
P.0 Boo
 3247,
 San 
Jose, CA 
95116.   
AUTOMATED
 VAC EOPMT 
OPERA-
TORS needed
 on graveyel ehlft 
and weekend ehth (29-40
 hr work 
week) 
Requires 13 yrs flitch 
or 
Mee assembly
 ere or ow* 
ed
 in 
the telexes or computer prop 
Most
 be 
 
US.We
 offer
 
1005.  
education  rein* Cell 
415493-11100,  .445. 
VARIAN. 
AVON SALES - 
@Ivy
 or sell Avon! 
Fern  etre Income or 
allow me to 
511  to 
you!
 #1 teetrly
 co In 
America
 - Do your 
shopping
 with 
Anon?  Avold crowds
 & let
 to.
 
serve 
you.
 INF 8 305 30 
Jane 
251.5942 
CHEER  U. I'm hiring. 
Due
 to expert 
eon. I 
need
 more people
 to 
eem 
$150  to S500  week 
for pad hern0  
hours 
doing  a phone 
promotion  
Guaranteed 
salary & bonuses 
We 
train
 Call 
Dave
 409-727-0447
 
CHILDCARE
 
POSITIONS  
AVAIL.  
ABLE 
Full and pert lime 
perma-
nent peahens 
ihnillable Northern 
Callfornie 
Nonni.
 175 len 
Arno
-
Me Rd. Su. 
112.161 Altos, Co 
94022,0151
 9494133  
THE 
STUDENT
 UNION Remotion & 
Events 
Cenler
 is now 
Wing tor 
Boa Office -Ticket
 Office pos.-
none. 
Contact  Ma 
StudeM  Union 
Olreeter's
 
OftIce
 
COUNSELORDIPITC7
 CARE
 STAFF 
needed 
at reekleneel
 Wen,5
 to. 
young
 a.. 
& 
elloneecente
 
Mtn. 
& releled
 111.0611154e.
 
Faa 
end part nene
 peellens 
.0011551. 
ikertIng
 
111111-1141.2Stw
 
Gee (409)
 
448-1913.  
COUNSELOR  - 
GROUP 
HOME
 toe w-
t.. 
children  Greet 
experience 
tor peyeti.,
 epee 
and Waled 
Mk*. 
FT end WT. 
Call  lia-F 94. 
377-58120. 377-14151.
  
DeLIVERY PART
-11/11E 0061 
115. 
elleteinge 
ler 3 Wievery
 per.. 
Tall 
5000
 ye. 
wen 
ee'd  Toe Cen 
work
 1 to 7 days 
 week
 
Woolf.,
 
meet.* pay, 
bonuses,  and mile-
age 
reimbursement
 if you know 
your 
way  .round 
Santa  Clara 
County. 
call
 us for on 
appoint. 
rnent  
453.5638  
DYNAMIC 
MARKETING 
6 SALES 
Coordlnetors
 and 
Notional  ...-
Wiling 
Directors
 needed.
 You 
choose your 
income.  level. Bob
 
964-0068
 
FOREIGN
 STUDENTS
 & 
SCHOLARS 
Intl 
bungles.*
 & Investors
 seek 
fomegn
 
nationals  
with 
Met
 hand 
knowledge of 
economic, 
busi-
ness. 
scientlfic,
 
& pongee' 
condi-
tions In horns
 country for 
consult.  
Ing 
assistance For 
Info send 
resume  to RCS 
inti.700  SI. Marys 
PI 
Suite 1400 San 
Antonio.
 
TO 
78205
 or 800-62112829
 Tot
 058 
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS  
Pert
-time  5300-S2.000  
month 
No experNmce necessery.  Call 
Mark or
 
John
 Jr (406)295-4731 
LIFEGUARDS'
 SEASONAL 
& year 
round positions available now 
Seery Lneguerds
 
$5 50-56 40 hr 
Pow 
Manager* S7 0048 
60 hr 
Cell 
942.2470  
OCEANOGRAPHY
-INTRO 
immediate  
tutor 4 Ms witty 150 Call Ann 
40117295150  
(10-4), 
1179-0340
 
eveel 
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED - 
Wls.de only 55-6 
Wert Duties in-
clude Norge-Mg. 
phones.  *Mg 
and 
ten-key.  For info call Cool.. 
541 at 
Russell' Furniture (408) 
296-7393 
OFFICE MANAGER NEEDED at no  
hone training co Very flexible 
hours
 Full or parttime Must be 
skilled In 
word processing and 
communication  Relaxed job 011 -
neap**,
 
$7.0 
It,
 Call Mr Roels 
at 4374160 
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EM-
PLOYMENT Many positions 
Work nionth-hmne month Call 
(805)842-7555 rt. 5-1062  
PASSPORT  UNLIMITED
 is hiring tor 
Spring 
Marketing Campslon Rep 
4 
star  
restaurants
 25 
he wk 
4150.00
 
guorolrt..d 
Kevin 727. 
5962.  
RECEPT SEC FOR  chantwn  law oft. 
NM. 
4.5  Ma dy, knowledge
 Of 
p  pl. Send
 mew. to 
SCHWERIN  & SUMCAD,  94 W 
Santa Clara St. #550. SJ, C 
95113
 
SECURITY OFFICERS PROCESS 
SERVERS Full part Ilsna 
security 
officer's all shIfts Fun pen time 
evenIng 
process
 
Servers
 We 
win 
train Apply In person
 
leon-Fri,
 
9  . 260 
Moreton
 Ave
 Son 
Jo. Acutacts Inc 
STUDENT KITCHEN HELPERS - Pert 
new must be ebk. to work Mon 
evenings
 Cell 292-7303 for room 
Into 
TELEMARKETING' APPOINTMENT 
SETTING Part time.  0200
 
*5
 
POSSSISLE, deny cash Wansing 
Metairie0  front camp.. friendly 
supportive 
atmosphere  Af-
ternoon & evening shifts even.
 
WO* Good
 voice & personality 
Call BLAS at 298-3633  
WAITRESS WANTED PT. lunch shtfl.  
Ii... 
hrs Eec tips. we preferred 
or 
will  train Apply 011eyeme Res-
taurant Jew*. Cuisine. 565-W 
No 6th SI S J  
WANTED DATA ENTRY part-time. 
min 50 WPM. good 
cornrows.. 
lion Preferred spoken English & 
Spaniels Contact PAC LUTRAN 
(408) 279-2050  
66-88 hr
 10
 
51511
 50 positions Recep-
tion Semidry, no seep net 
FT
 IT. 
day swing grew sighs Weekly 
pay dental fn. benefits We ere 
loolting for friendty people to 
work in Which Apes*
 VAN. 
GUARD
 
SECURITY. 3212 Scott
 
Revd  
Santa  Clore (between San 
Tom. 
 01colt)  
PERSONALS
 
ABORTION
 ALTERNATIVE Hew  you 
con... adoption AN cans
 
confident. Cell conect 916421 
1225.  
ECCLES.
 ONOSTICA SACRAMEN-
TORUN
 For gnoetke, religion is 
God's sense
 al mystery, not 
nsen's Ineletence o. dognis 
Cele-
... Wet mystery with ire et 
Mess,  open 
lose,
 3 P M Sundeys 
el Me V*. Chapel of the lel 
United Methodist 
Church,
 24 N 
54h
 St , loll Jo. We M. 
Pak, 
clergy . be. 
WNW, who 
ahem our v... 
P0.1101,15. Infor-
mal.% ten 3797458 evenings. 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC -
 Unowolad 
ha 
twitreed brew Swot.. 
Corilldentlet
 your very 
ow 
probe 247-7486, 33$ S 
game.  
Ave 
, Sion bee 
!MAN FILES Inn Preekiewore Ihreugh-
ol# 
the USA Exese prebleme 
the preleeeere etah dela. ask.-
Nene AVOW.
 Iso 
8 1.50i01101.51
 
cieu00e9 Cele.. 
arr.
 IN°
 
14m5
 
Lin Alg, 
Chem,  GOMM,
 EIRMIee 
& more 23 different
 books
 
.01. 01 Seamen 
Bookstore (down.
 
stairs) end Roberts Bookstore 
LATE NIGHT WITH SJSU 7 -Shirts ere 
beck, April 3rd -7th in front 
of the 
Student
 Unkin
 For info 
cell 288-
9680 
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP 
every  
Sunday 
morning  at 10 45 AM at 
Campo* Christi. Center. 10th & 
Son Carlos
 For more Information 
about 
.tIvIlles. call Rev 
Norb 
Fir..., at 296-0204 
TABLE FOR 
TWO?
 White mole, 30 
seeks ler.* comporton  to share
 
plz., motorcycles
 riding,
 coi 
rat.,
 concerts. and outdoor tun 
P0
 Box
 6852, San Carlos 94070 
T-SHIRTS - Make money tor your 
SJSU Club. Fraternity 
or Sorority 
by selling custom silk Somer. T 
shirts with your 0.Ign or 
logo  48 
hour turn-around  
on
 most lobs 
Cali for references and prkes 
Brainstorm 
TShirt  
(415) 
962 
8801 
406-9762002 
SOUTH BAR 
B ULLETIN BOARD 
900th.,,
 
Is  fest 
away
 ism to meet 
quallh  
people In Me 
prtvecy 01 
yogn  
home It's so easy. When you 
call.  
you will be told 
how to *eve your 
own
 1055009.
 
01
 hear
 shr different 
messes.* left by others There 
are me.ages 
from
 people 
Win all 
types of inter.t When you neer 
something you like. give
 that per. 
e
on  call 71.4 Coll loam $2 
 WA cny 
SERVICES
 
BARE IT ALL, Stop 
shaving.  ermine 
ivs.5no or using 
chemical
 dee*. 
lodes Let me permanently re-
move 
your 
unwanted hair 
(chin. 
bikini, tummy. moustache, old) 
15% discount to students and tac 
oily Call before June .
 
m959
 and 
gel your 
Mei  appt at 1 2 
price  
'Unwanted 
Hair 
Di.ppeers
 With 
My Care Gwen Chew., 
RE.
 
5594500.  1645 5 Bosco.. 
Ave
 
PC "Hag Today Cone 
Tomor  
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
SERVICES  
Brochures, flyers, graphics 
HICINTECH 
RESUME  DESIGNS of 
all 
fields up to @Recut*. We 
offer 20
 
postscript loser printed 
copies of your 
mourn*  plus 20 
matching 
envelope.  for lust 530. 
FREE  DELIVERY Flmil. 
De-
signs. 
(415)96441113  
Join 
WSFCU - Your 
student
 Credit 
Union-benents  include 
TultIon. 
Books -Computer Loans Corn-
WM. 
Savings Rates 
Free 
Cheek Wrtting 
Coshing
 .Mono
 
lecturer's  Hanover 051_  
5 Ve-
*able Member PrIvIleges Cab
 
947.72730,
 drop by our office at 
010 004 San Salvador 
MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We 
match 
students with available 
financial
 
Old
 moon:Hess or grades or 'amity 
income
 Let our unique compute-
rized ending
 service provide you 
with 
 custom list of 
sources  
Aker you rill out
 a dela 
lone
 .t 
computer selects only rhoSe  
sources you are ...ieiod  to re-
deye
 thus ensuring **best poi. -
O
bi.  Ile Our service is 
ionecost  
end guaranteed, Can or write 
Student Aid Services, 106 E 
Fre-
mont
 Ave . 0176. Su....
 CO 
940117.
 1 -1100
-USA  1221. eel 
6153 
PLANNING 
A WEDDING' 
Looking  for 
 
nowdersorninetlonel  
service 
w personal mew? Wen now
 for 
au..? 
ceremorg. Call Rev 
Larson
 
It
 
257-7923 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Deem MIthe. rormerly of KSJS 
Y.. got the party, 
we00
 
got  
the 
music'  Michel Productions 
provides  I wee variety of 
mu.10
 
his your wedding party or dance 
et reason.* Wes Call Desiree 
or Phil al 
270-4940 or 922.7369 
PROOFREADING. EDT.), RE. 
SEARCH!!  Guallty work Cell DEE 
61 (400)3127025 
SEWING AND
 
ALTERATIONS
 Casual 
Old ow., greet 
speclenring  In 
wedding.,
 
1010.01,
 
010
 
ReASONA-
OLE
 
RATES,
 
Wen*
 5015 
1? 
low 04.11 woe coil Merle et 444 
5494 
T SHIRTS for 
InrWrilties
 sorodnee, 
ekes. buelneee 
Custom
 
etre.It
 
peeling
 on Mete, ewe.. and 
WOWS OwIlly 
work  et mesons-
.* 
mi.
 
5.190 
DISCOUNTS  
Cents. 
Doug  el (40S(242'7317.
 
Worley through
 Friday 3-10 PM 
VISA OR MASTERCARD!
 Even If 
lellnkrUpe
 Or
 bed credit! We gum -
MIN yOu  Card Or double your 
men. beck Coll (805) 862.7555. 
art M-1103
 
WINT1010, 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES
 
Medenee,
 pow. MOMS 
me. 
Weer 0410.11.11ni. Nike& re. 
entenee, WIWIlleeeSeeing. 
Al sub 
NCI. Cluaelled
 welere. IN-
weteng.  Caleb.* We* guar. 
onto. Low
 fetes. Collegial.
 
Communications
 Berkeley 
(415)
 
141.5036 
WRITING,
 RESEARCH, 
EDITING
 
Vol 
sits.,
 expert staff 
005777.7901  
TRAVEL
 
SUNNY SAN 
DIEGO airline 
ticket.
 
L... 427.
 depart 530 
560 1'1 
Watts deal Cell
 
559-1710 
TWA 
OFFFERS  SJSU 
STUDENTS  10% 
off nywhere 
any fare 
Purchase  
your TWA
 student discount
 cord 
now Also tvels about
 TWA GET 
AWAY 
credit card 
Call
 Andy al 
(4011)2974809. TWA
 campus rep 
TYPING
 
AAAA.ACCURACY,
 ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY.  ACKNOWL 
EDGEABLE in typing Met 0 tops
 
Thiel 
TONY.
 2992087 Thanks 
51.50 per page 
double
 sp.. 
Available  seven days 
weekly 
Quick turnaround  All wort guar. 
anteed  Thanks 
PROFESSIONAL
 WORD 
PRO-
CESSING 
GuIck  end meson.* 
Foot
 turnaround Letter 
quality 
Call  Shelly (4011) 747Z520  
SAW WHEN 
OVERWHELMED  by re-
ports to be typed. RELAX AND 
LEAVE THE TYPING
 TO ME Grad. 
051. end undergred
 Resumes. 
term paws. 
theses,
 reports 01 .11 
kinds
 Student rel. 
tor  
Under-
.... 
Availed.  day, evee. week-
end*  gym..
 Call 
Anne 
972-4992   
A BEAUTIFUL 
PAPER 
every  We. Pro-
fessional word-pro...Ire
 sew. 
Ices 
Met  Moo. lost turnaround, 
outworn. copy, grammar
 editing, 
loser 
pnntor.
 graphs
 and SO 
much  
rnore 
Call PAMELA 
et (408) 946-
.62 to reserve
 your lime now 
Only 
15 minutes frorn campus 
ABSTRACT WE'RE NOT, Auden'nlc  
word 
processing our 
specielty
 
Guaranteed  
CluelnY
 
accuracy 
Free disk
 storage proolIng R5 -
.noble  rat.
 We're *et. depend-
able,  grammar-011.'1one. Coi-
l*. grade so cell us with paperS. 
report*.  
MONS
 (eO 50.00),
 
etc 
.1
 
251.0449 
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Conflict  
From
 page 1 
office
 by 
SJtil 
students. 
Flores could
 use the 
last  five 
weeks 
of
 this 
semester
 
as a sort of in-
ternship.  Murillo  said,
 thus 
enabling  
him  to 
have
 a 
stronger impact 
on 
the 
hoard next 
year  and easethe 
tran-
sition 
period  for incoming 
directors.  
"If you 
give  me a 
chance
 to get 
my 
feet
 wet learn the 
whole  pro-
cess 
I'll he a better 
director  
next
 
year...  Flores said. 
But directors
 from 
the REAL 
party contend 
that Lewis is 
much  
more 
qualified  for the 
job and could 
teach Flores 
about  the current 
issues 
affecting 
ethnic  students on 
campus. 
" We 'lase 
a (selection) 
pro-
cess
 
we 
completed  that
 pro-
cess." 
said Kevin 
Reese, director
 of 
business at tall s 
"That 
process
 se-
lected
 I ess is By 
involving 
politics  
we
 are undern
 
lining
 the process...
 
REAL
 party members 
also
 ques-
tioned Flores' 
knowledge
 of 
race
-re-
lated issues on campus. 
When 
being interviewed
 for the 
post.
 
"Andrew  didn't
 know
 
what
 
educational  equity 
was."  McCarthy 
said
 
'I'm sure 
his intentions are 
good.'
 hut he doesn't
 have the 
knowledge
 necessary
 for the 
job,  
McCarthy  said 
The summer 
internship program 
through which director -elects
 
are  ac-
climated to the  job will help 
"bring
 
him 
up to speed, 
according to 
Mc-
Carthy. 
Flores 
said  he 
asked the personnel 
selection
 
committee  to 
define 
what
 it 
meant
 
by educational
 equity. He 
then set 
forth his own 
position  on the 
issue,
 Flores 
said  
after  the meeting. 
He 
said  he was 
most upset 
by Mc-
Carthy's
 decision
 to discuss
 the in-
terview 
publicly  in 
the A.S. 
Meet-
ing.  
"Everything
 in 
that interview
 
should
 
have
 been confidential:*  
Flores  said. 
"I felt like
 I was ridi-
culed 
and  brought 
out to 
hang."
 he 
added. 
But.
 Flores 
said, just 
because 
he 
didn't
 know 
the esoteric
 label 
SJSU  
uses  for 
educational
 equity 
and 
wasn't 
familiar  with 
a specific 
pro-
gram 
on 
campus  doesn't 
mean
 he 
doesn't 
know
 what 
the  problenis
 are. 
In 
other  action,
 the board
 unani-
mously
 passed 
a 
legislative
 
directive
 
clarifying
 the duties
 of the 
A.S.
 con-
troller. 
"The
 A.S. 
controller  shall
 sign all 
action 
passed  by 
the 
Associated  
Stil-
dents Board
 of Directors
 within 
one  
week
 unless 
the  A.S. 
Board  requires
 
that it 
be
 expedited 
or an extension
 is 
granted  by the 
A.S. Board
 of Direc-
tors."
 the 
directive
 said. 
The 
action 
was  initiated
 by 
Reese,  
who
 claimed
 Murillo 
refused 
to sign 
a 
requisition
 for 
travel  
expenses  as-
sociated
 with 
Reese's
 trip to 
a stu-
dent 
government
 
conference
 in 
Washington,
 
D.C.  last 
month. 
Murillo  
claimed
 not 
to have 
seen 
the 
requisition,  
according  
to Reese. 
"But I 
know  Mark 
and it was 
just 
because 
he
 objected 
to the trip," 
Reese
 said at 
the meeting.
 
Murillo,
 who 
objected
 to 
the 
board's 
decision 
to
 send Reese
 to the 
conference  
at the 
March  15 
meeting,  
left 
Wednesday's
 
meeting
 before 
discussion  
on,  the 
directive  
and was 
unavailable
 for 
comment.  
Vacationing
 
college  
students
 
rescue
 man 
stranded
 on jetty 
WI! 
AtINGTON,
 
N.C. 
(AP)  
Three ollege 
students on spring 
break rescued a man 
stranded  on a 
jetty near Masonboro 
Inlet  
at 
Wrightsville 
Beach. and managed 
to 
capture the 
event on videotape. 
Clarence 
Atarshburn.  34. of 
Castle
 Hayne, was fishing in his 14 -
foot motor boat 
Tuesday when he 
fell overboard and his boat sped 
away without him.
 said Petty Officer 
Daniel Stonewall
 of 
the  U.S. 
Coast 
Guard at 
Wright,.  die Beach. 
First Annual 
Bud
 Light 
California  State 
All
-Collegiate  
Softball 
Tournament  
TWIN CREEKS 
SPORTS 
COMPLEX  
969 
Caribbean
 Drive 
Sunnyvale,  CA 94086  
Open
 to all 
campus  
organizations  
to 
raise  money 
for the Crippled 
Children
 
Society 
of America
 and The 
Santa
 Clara 
County 
Children
 
Shelter.
 
Where 
 Twin 
Creek  
Softball
 
Complex
 
969 
Caribbean
 
Dr.  
Sunnyvale.
 
CA 
94086 
 
Saturday,
 
April 
8 
 Depends 
on
 
team
 
entries  
Cost 
 $100 
per team
 
 
Paddy  
Murphy  
The Gangster 
Legend 
is 
scheduled
 
to visit
 the 
tournament.
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00 
Sponsohhel  
by ICSC 
Funded  by A 
S 
Rail
 
Front 
page
 I 
able source of 
transportation  for stu 
dents, many of 
them minorities. 
commuting
 from East San 
Jose  to 
SJSU.  
"I think 
that's  something
 we need 
to pay particular
 attention to," 
Asso-
ciated Students 
President  Terry Mc-
Carthy 
said last week.
 
The concept 
study itself is 
very 
preliminary,
 according 
to 
Lewis  
Ames, assistant to 
Supervisor- Rod 
Diridon.
 
The 
primary purpose of the con-
cept study is 
to generate business
 
and
 community interest
 in extension 
of the light rail, 
Supervisor  Zoe laif-
gren, chairperson of the transit
 
board,  said 
last week.
 
It is 
a very 
tentative 
action,  
she 
said,
 
because  "it's very clear that
 we 
don't  have funds 
in hand. 
"This is 
all  very grand in scope,
 
and we understand 
that,"
 she said. 
But
 if the board does not invest
 
time
 now to develop 
such a plan, 
"there will
 he no incentive to go out 
and find funding" for 
the project, 
according 
to
 Lofgren. 
It is important
 that the county de-
velop plans 
for 
public  transportation
 
now. 
so it's 
ready
 to move as %min as 
funds
 are 
made  
available,  she said. 
Potential funding 
sources include 
revenues from a 
statewide  gas tax in-
crease,
 
currently
 under consideration  
in the state legislature, and a 
pro-
posed
 
bond  
initiative
 
for 1990 that 
would  
generate  
funds  for 
public
 
transportation
 
projects  around the 
state,  
Ames
 said. 
The project involves
 cooperation 
among 
SJSU 
students and
 
commu-
nity. city, county
 and state govern-
ments 
It should inspire 
future stu-
dent 
governments  
to
 
initiate joint
 
projects with local governments. 
McCarthy
 said. 
'After we establish this network, 
then
 we'll be able to provide additio-
nal services
 together, . he 
said. 
Upsy-daisy
 
Lisa Isaacs Daily staff photographer 
Connie Chung and Jon Natividad practice their cheer routine for a 
performance at 
the Presidential 'tower Awards on %lay 6. 
Fullerton  
From page I 
Although residence
 halls are a 
problem.
 Fullerton said the campus 
at large has an excellent 
security  sys-
tem. and the death of SJSU student 
Cathy Zimmer should not 
cause  con-
cern about campus
 safety. 
"We have no indication that (the 
incident)
 occurred
 on campus," Ful-
lerton said. 
The 
patch of dirt near Spartan 
Complex will be used 
as
 a construc-
tion yard during renovation of 
Dwight Flentel 
Hall,  Fullerton said.
 
When the hall's construction 
is 
completed,  the area will be planted 
with grass and 
may be used for 
human performance classes
 or as an 
ex tention of the 
barbecue area. 
Valdez 
captain
 
turns  
himself
 
in to 
authorities
 
HAUPPAUGF., N.Y. (AP) The 
fugitive 
captain
 of the oil tanker 
Exxon  Valdez surrendered 
Wednes-
day morning
 to authorities, a 
spokes-
man for the 
district  attorney said. 
Fired 
skipper
 Joseph
 
Hazelsvcxxl  
turned
 
himself
 in 
on 
Long  
Island  
about
 
8:45
 a.m. and
 
was  to have a 
court  
appearance
 later 
today,
 said 
John 
Williams,
 the 
spokesman.
 
Ha-
zelwood  
was  
accompanied
 by his
 at-
torney,
 Williams
 said. 
Hazelwcxxi's
 family said earlier 
that he had
 wanted to turn 
himself  in 
to face charges of operating 
the ves-
sel while drunk but was awaiting ad-
vice from his lawyer. 
said Lt. 
Thomas Fazio. commander
 of the 
New York 
State Police on New 
York's Long Island. 
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A 
special
 offer
 for 
students,
 
only 
for 
American
 
Express
 
Cardmembers.
 
If you want logo places, it's 
time for the American 
Express' Card. 
Because now you can take
 advantage of new travel 
privileges on 
Northwest Airlines only for 
full-time  
students  who 
carry  Ibe American Express Card 
Travel privileges that 
offer  
Mu $99 
roundtrip 
lickelsfly
 to many 
of 
NORTHWEST
 the more 
than
 180 cities served 
by North -
AIRLINES
 
west in the
 contiguous 48 United States. 
LOOK 
TO US 
Only one ticket may be used per six-
month period.
 
Special Quarterly ,Vorthues1
 Destination Discounts
 
throughout 
1989
-up to 25% off most available fares. 
5,000 bonus mks in Northwest's 
WORLDPERKS*  
free travel programwhere only 20,000
 miles gets 
you 
a free roundtrip ticket to 
anywhere Northwest flies 
in
 the contiguous 48 United States
 or Canadaupon 
enrollment  through this vecial student offer 
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional 
benefits and personal service you 
would expect from 
American
 Express 
The only requirements for privileged
 travel you 
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stu-
dent, and you must charge your Northwest 
Airlines  
tickets with the Card.* 
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now 
you can apply by phone. Just call 1 -800 -942 -AMEX. 
We'll take your application and begin to process it 
right away What's more, with our Automatic 
Approval offers, 
you can qualify now 
while 
you're still in 
school. 
Apply now. 
Fly later 
forks
 
Apply Now: 1
-800
-942 -AMEX 
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($2 50) Chicago
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sERvicEs
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442 AMEX 
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 in the 
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